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Dr. Price M. Cobbs and the Rev. Ralph Abernathy highlight separate Cram ton programs in the Howaid University Mississippi ·Project's effort to

'

1-'ise $500,000 for a rural Mississippi health program .
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Election procedures outlined

Cr amton gues t

By Pearl Stewart
Dick Gregory, a man who has
become a "Black personality"
because of his reputation for
being a comedian as \Veil ·as a
polltlcaJ ·spokesman for Black
people, exercised both of these
talents last Thrusday evening In
Cr amton Auditorium, as a guest
of Project Awareness.
The first portion of Gregory's
speech consisted of a number
of jokes and anecdotes . Anyone
who had v!e,ved the NET T. V.
. program featurin g Gregory a few

.
By Bobby Isaac
· .•
•C andidates vying for the honor
In its January 27 meeting, ·after
of representing the student body
agreeing to allow student r epreson the Board of Trustees must
entat!on In Its membership, l~ft .
receive not less than 30 percent
up to the students ·to ans1ver,
of the total vote cast In the Friday,
As to the qualifications for the
March 20 election.
student candidates, the und ~rThe 30 percent stipulation is
gr aduate must be "a full-time
one of a number of spec!fle.s
student in at least the second
relating to the selection proce- ·
consecutive year of enrollment'.' ·
dures now being formul ated by a
at the University :ind the gr adstudent superintendence comuate must be a "full-tim e stud- :.
mlttee whose duty ls to oversee
ent enrolled continuous ly In the
the upcoming election of the stugr aduate professional school or
dent Board election. In the elec college since at least the start ·
of the current school year.''
•
Still . in question, presum ably
tlon two students are to be
because of some student objecchoosen, 03e by undergraduates
tions, are the rulings which state
and another by graduates. ·
that th~ unde r gr aduate and .the
Information on the election,
graduate candidates must have
released earlier this week, ans1
' at
least .an academic ave rage
wered a nu mber of questions•
of 2.5," must not be on dis which the Board of Trustees
(Continucd on page 4)

-

weeks ago, probably remembered

the routine, but it was· tunny,
anyway.
Going Into the serious part
of his dlscourse--although the re
were
frequent lapses Into
humor--Gregory spoke of one advantage of a ,Black . education,
which he asstim e·i was received

at Howard. "W.!Jlte schools teach
•
you how to make a living, but
Bl ack schools teach you how to
live." For this reason, he said
that he was glad to have the
chance to speak here. At this
point he extended his support
to the Mississippi Project
(HUMP), which he said ls "very'
important," (He later made a
public donation of $ 100.)
~ '' There's no games today,''
Gregory repeated thematically
throughout his speech, pointing

.
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for youhg Blac ks to correct this

'

situation. According to Gregory,
we spend too mu oh time "talking about the ouch, and not what .
we're going to do about it.'' He
exempj!fled this earlier In his
talk, with a statement that may
have been in reference to the
recent Panther killihgs : As long
11
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'
•

Black !J'ersonality

amused

Auditorium.

~ - &

'

'" &,
full house in · Cramton
· Anglade Photo

comment on the functions of hls
new position, major university, .
problems and issues , and to assess Howard's future as he saw
it.
Mr. Clarke im mediately responded that he thought Pres!- .
dent Cheek Intended for his neV<
position to be similar to his old
one, which was Tre~urer of the ~
University and Ch,lef Business.
Officer. The Vice President went .
OJ to say .that "the title simply brings the position in line
with President Cheek's pFo.
gr am. ''
..
Not only will Mr. Clarke's
functions at Howard, it was un- ,
d1cated, remain basically the
sam e but so will the problems
which confront him, Chief among
these problems are the University's· lack of money and physical space. The Vice Pre,sldent

"I think there Is the possibility that the students will bring
to the Board of Trustees fresh
thinking."
"The first test of an !nstlttiion
Is how It Is managed."
''f:lowar<l always will be Integr ated.''
The' above comments reflect'
the feelings of the man President Cheek recently named to the
newly created position of Vice
President for Fiscal Affairs -James B. Clarke. Mr. Clarke,
born 64 years ago In Phoebus,
V.trglnla, ls a Hampton and University of Chicago graduate with
many years experience In fiscal
matters, having served as fiscal
officer at Hampto3 Institute, Delawar~ State and Virginia State
Colleges,
•
In a recent Interview Vice
President Clarke was asked to

•

(Continued on page 4)
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by RobertTaylor
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situation today, and the need

(Con tinued on page 4)

•

Clarice tells it as he s.ees · it

i o.1t ~he sf"! :-l J11s1ess of the racial

as niggers Jet niggers get kill ed,
that's our fault.''
" All of t!)e problems I've ever
been confronted with In America have been because I was

Anglade Photo '
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Campus bulletin board
•

Business gu ·

All

a11nounceme11ts

of

c ampus

T Ile
H I LL TOP
mailbox
in
the
Student Ce n ter or sent through t 11e
cam p us
m a il
to
The HILL TOP,
H o ward University.

act iv it ies o r ev e r~ts of importance t o
be pub l ished in this can1pus _bulletin
m u st

be

submitted

no

l a t er

than

Mortday of the wee k the notice is to

To be e l igible for pu bl i'<:ation t h e
activ i ty or event must be sponsored
by a c ampus grotJp and open to the
public.
·
Fi na l dec isi o n on PlJbtication re;ots
with The HILLTOP.

a ppear.
I
The no_t i ce sh oul d be typewritten
1r1d 01)t1~ le- spa c ed on eight by eleven

,rc11 p3 per . It should b e placed in

HUMP

•

Our mistake

.

The HOWARD
BUSINESS C L .U S
.
prese nts as thei·r gL1est speaker on
February
18,
at
12
noon Mr.
Dempsey Travis, President of the
U.nited M ortgage Bankers Association
of Amer ica . A
successfut
B lack
Chicago entrepreneur, Mr . Trav i s will
discuss the opportunities th at exist
for young Blacks, especi ally i·n the
c halleng ing
mortgage
banking
industry. A l l are cordially invited .
The discuss ion wil l be in 23 Douglass
Hall.

Co r rections from last week ' s paper'

H .U MP
(Howard Un i vers i t y
Missi:>sip p i Pro j ect }
Tonight

The HILLTOP apol o gizes for anY
tnisst ateme n t s appearin.g. in the pape r,
concerning Mr. Haskel H. L owe r y, Jr.
The Afr ic an sculpture appearing
o~ page 10 wa s labe l led i ncorrect ly.
!t is a f iglire of a ki119 of i'te (ram
Tada , N l ge r 1a.

8:3 0· p.m .

•

Howard Universit y
'l'll e11's G ymnasiu m
Admissions-

•

$1, Students
$2, Non-students
~ 1ckets may
be purc t1 ased at t 11e
HlJMP o ff ic e in the Dental Schoo ! ,
the St t 1cien t C e nter, and Ed t-Jlurohv ' s
S11pper Cl u b

Money
Stu dent Loans up to $ 750.00 are
avaltabfe
to
United
Met hodist
students. Please contact Rev. Haro ld
Lloyd
Bel! , Wesley
House , 100
Bryant St reet, NW, 387 -5878.
,

Th e .Sc hool of Sociiil Work i!.
h o ldi ng a Breakfas t and Folkl ore
Hour Benefit for HUMP on S a t urda y,
Februar)' 14, at 10:00 A.M . in the
Baldwin Di ni ng Hall. Tickets m a y be
pu rc h ased f o r $2.00 f ro m studen ts in
the S c h oo1 of Socia l Work or m ay be
purchased from Miss K. Van Tosse!,
in the School o f Social Work Office.

•

Lost

\"V.:i st1i ngt o n Redskins

vs

•

A fur coat \iv ith a red w oole n
li ning and a brown cuff was tost by
Penny McCrlmmon . If .1nyone has
any information as to the where
ab ou t s of th is it en1 please c·a 11 Miss
M cC r imn1on .15 234-4703 .

'M usic

•

The
C atholi c
Unive rsit y
OrC hestra, under the direction o f
Robert Ricks. will h ol d a concert on
the evening of FebrL1ary 15 · at
Newton Theater. The program wi ll
feature the Concerto grosso a q uatt r o
C hori by Stoetzel , Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra by Moza r t, Animus
No. 1 for Trombo 11e and Tape by
Druckman / and Scottish Fantasy by
Bru c h. The conce r t will beg i n at 8 :.3 0
p .m. an d ad m i ssion is free.

Slavery '70

•

'f

\

· ' Mississippi Slave Sto1np''
Saturday, Feb r uary 28
!O p m-2am
Washingto n Hi l ton Hotet
Student Tic kets$ 7 .50
Ot her TicketS $ 10.00
Tic'kets on sa le:

HUSA Offi cc -

•

Un1versity Ce n ter
F.Jledical-Oental Lib r ar y
Med. S c hool Student
Co uncil Off ice -Dai ly at 12 n oon

•

t.d
•

NATURE'S
ONLY

•

Recruitmen t

•

Schedu le o f recruit e r s ~i 11 the
Pl acem ent
Off ice
t he
week
of
Febru ary
1 6 th . Bl oomingoales
~
1\1.Y. , Bille Cr6ss * N .J., Chicago
Board of Educa tio n, ,l ;r n st an d Ernst
" Ohi o , J cJ 11r1snr. and J oh11son , N .J.,
M cGrav-J-E rJ!son-Po we r
S ys tem
O i v1sio r1, Per1r>a ., Philadelphi a G as
w o rk s, ..l. c:xaco, tnc . ,* i · exa s (F eb .
t ()). Bonv..-it . Te! !er * N .'V .. E . J
l"",{) rvet1e '"N .'t., General R<idi o Co. ·
r..;1;1ss ,
Liin back
C o .
f.."'a.,
:\/ a:;.~·God',J d td
S pace Flight, l\'1d. ,
'lti1·,r)o1 1 (;enter fO.J Hea lth Sta.t 1~t ics
1...., (;yf)SJ•'!l C"() ., Md., (Feb. j lj.
1 11ne11t,1. Gil Co . • Te.x a'">, Fcde• a'
, r; .on Adn1inis tration • 0 C, First
>1,
8.a11 kshares Corp . .. Va.,
r1 ~,·
' \ ·c raft .. N_. Y ., tio'.'\..er
'I• ·c
'p. * N .Y ., U.S. A.t0mic
1· '1''1'y
n1•n 1ss1o r1 ,.. O. C .. O•tho
'• ,J
.-.,1ct:t1t1..,al Co ip. * N.J, \:·... R
ar.d Co . "' N.Y ., (Feb, 18) .
..::· : 0:P. · Mich., City 0 1 Philil.
11t;! Deµ'. .. Connec1 ic u1 G<.:neia;
o.;
nst.;1.:;:1c<: C Ck, Gu1f Q;i Co1·p. •
e:-.i,, 1..>,.J
and \'.fitn ey rl1rcr a1< t
0 !1n.
- .CA .,
N. J.
(Feb.
19).
;1a't 10•1-: .'.)e ot. o f Social Sp rv1ces,
.,,(\~.~.
()~
f \JCW
·Y ork ,
E J. -Ce!t -0
.01·p orat 1(1 11, Mich., Hote l Cc1 p . of
-<.:11e r ic<:i, iV1a~ s ., Ro bertshaw Control~
1:ie r1na., S 0.
t_e 1desdorf and Co. "
·..J . '>' .,
r-> 1·rJ\• 1denct• J ou rnal a l'\d t t1e
:=vt:ni ng Bu'l2t1r1, R.1., Universit y o f
c: t11 ;;a·go Sc!·1. o f 0 Law , l/\1a y ne St dte
Lav.' Seti. 1' r111 c h igan (Feb . 20). For
f urtt .er
in f o r ma ti on
contact
tt1e
p l accnient o< f 1ce.
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The Ya lE. University Graduate and
rru fessiona t Schools are offering
o pp or tu11ities to minority grollps in
trie fields of Art and Archi tec ture,
Oiv111ity, Drama, f:"o re stry , Gradu at e
Sc h ool, Law, Medic i ne and Publ: c
H ea Ith,
iv'\u sic
and
N ursing.
A
representati ve from the Universi t y ' s
G rad uate school will be o n Can1pus
Tuesday,
February
17,
at
the
, P1 ace n1 en t O ff ice to talk to all
interested H o ward stUctents - fron1
12 - 1 :30.

PRODUCTS PROVIDE ITS PRIZE·D FLAVOR
OF HOPS AND GRAINS ARE USED

I

•

I

TEACH IN CALIFORNIA

•

Teach i n g positions a t all levels ar
fo und f or you in Californ i a or a n y

o ther west ern state. Inte rv ie ws wit h
e mploy in g s chool d i stri cts a r
sc heduled f o r your conven i ence. N
c ost unless employed!
•

.

Personnel
- Consultant Service
28-37th Avenue, San Ma t eo,

C ali f ornia 94403
..·'

'

',,.

Typist s

•
Now hi r i ng .

0

Tu r n your free time into$$ $.
H igh hourly fates.
C all 638·4846
•
PAR TIME
The quality temporary servic e.

Lively

new

n e w s pa P' e r,

•

o.C.
t a k i ng

b i-we e k l y
o n

t h e

Establ i shm e nt in the Nat i o n' s last
colony, needs part time hel p with
adve rtising and promotior1. Lo t s of
legwork. Business, journalism or
mar ket ing st udents prefe r red . M ust
drive own c ar. $2 an hour p l us
co mm iss i on . Call 543.5·aso . day ;
546-4023, ~vening .

•

•
•
•

•

\

•

•
•

•
•
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Rigsby A Jric,,an Stu dies ,h ead
by Nancy Crawford
Dr. Gregory Rigsby has been
appointed Acting Chairman ofthe
Department of African studies.
The native Trinldadlan was shifted from the Afro-American
• studies . department, where he
taught Introduction to AfroAmerican studies.
Dr. Rigsby said that his major
aim Is to "shift the Issues within
the department fro'\ a personal
and political level to an African
consciousness". Sensing the lack
of an overall Black atmosphere
within the department, the acting
chairman said that he feels that
there needs to be more done
as far as the point of view Is
concerned,
·
·
Speaking of the Afro-American
Studies department as well as
African Studies,
Dr. Rigsby re•
marked that an Identity must be
established for both departments,
One step . In this direction
would
.
.
be to put a chairman In charge of
the Afro-Am erican dept, who
would be committedtoBlackpeople first, s.o meone who emits atmosphere he explained. This ls
what Dr. Rigsby said he hopes to
do while he is acting chairm:m of
African sl)ldles .
He also hopes to remove the
line that has come between
Africans and
Black Americans.
•
This may be accomplished by
seeking more · staff ·members .
from Af:rlcan and Carrlbean nations, . as well as by doing research and establishing extensive
exchange programs for students
to study In Africa and the Carribean nations •.
,.
"Howardl has the potential. to
be the mo&.t Black University In
the nation. · It should be giving
direction and leadership. Promin•?nt m~mbe~s of the faculty
In these two departments should
be known nationally.'' Dr, Rigsby
said.
Rigsby feels that the atmosphere established during the
•Towards A Black University

courts·
D.C. judge calls
for
better
......,.,__
,..,,
By Bobby Isaac.

Conference' last year was the
best thing accomplished by that
event. He 11)ud Howard should
sponsor more of this •.kind of
thing, with more organization.
"This Is the atmosphere that
needs to come about. This department should be sponsoring
the African Heritage Association
and ev an publishing Journals on
the ideas that arise form the
department.'' Dr. Rigsby pointed
out. Unfortunately the department
has been bogged down with personal conflicts among the staff,
he said,
The first faculty meeting with
· Dr. Rigsby was scheduled last
week for Wednesday evening, Dr,
Rigsby asked the students of the
department to schedule a meeting
last Monday. At these meetings
Rigsby said that he hoped t1> get
acquainted with all the student
and faculty members of the department. He said that he would
also have the opportunity to Introduce his ideas concerning
more active involvement on the
part of the faculty and to get
any suggestions the others may
have to offer.
Tile PhD program Jn the department Is under fire a.~d Rigsby feels that It nee'ds more physical space as well as hum:in reso:.irces of com mittment''. M ~my,
of the students have complained
aoout the areas of conc"entration
and lnterdlscipllnary study within
the pru,; ram •. Dr. Rigsby said that
he feels they should be able to do
both.
.
The Acting Chairm:in would
like to see the department progr oos to the point that It begins
to att~act some of the 1professors who mo.y have left Howard
or were forced ·to leave because
of their posltlo:is concerning
Black people. ,
With just one semester to accomplish al.I this, the Acting
Chairman seems to have quite
a b\ISY time ahead of him.'

The high rate of crime In
Washington can be lessened by
Improving the· District court
system, according to D.C. Court
of General Sessions judge, Tim
Murphy.
It Is a "disgrace'' that Congress has not given the city .
adequate and better .court facilities said Judge Murphy who
rapped those ·who considered
more police as a solution to
the crime situation here.
"W~ have more police In the
District of , Columbia now than
we know what to do with," the
judge said .as he addressed a
group of 90 Howard UPWARD
. BOUND students last Saturday
morning in Lock'e Hall.

•

Speaking on the topic "The
Courts
and the Community,"
•
Judge Murphy, explained to his
high school audience how the
Increase In clt.y crime has 'resulted in an Increase In the
"
numoor
of
police
apprehensions
•
of criminals and further how the
court system Is hard presse?
In Its attempt to do - Its job
adequately under. the circumstances.

'

•

•

The court reorganization bill
now before the Congress ls
needed desperately, the judge
said. He pointed out that the
courts at present do not adequately serye the needs of the
community and he suggested that
In order to understand what was
wrong it was necessa.ry to face
up to the "harsfi and bitter facis
of life'' that the city's courts
are understaffed . and overcrowded.

'
.

Judge Tim Murphy addressed a group of Upward Bound stud~11ts last
Saturday in Locke Hall.
Nesnick Photo •
•

so:t:~la~~~d~dt~~ ~~~ ~%~!e':i~t

The tremendous increase in
crime" the judge said has been
paralleled by W,llce apprehending more suspects than the courts
can handle. To prove In. part
his observation Judge M·1rphy
said that more armed robberies
occu·red during the month of Sept'

1

Abernathy ·rallies Howard audience
.

By Gwen Ross

•

.

•

••Ask not for whom the bell
tolls, it tolls for thee!"
Southern Christian Leadership
D!recto: Rev. Ralph Abernathy
bo.rrowed these famous lines by
poet John Donne to label the recent Panther killings Indicative
of the potential genocide o! all
Black Americans and .ll!no:mced
SCLC's plans for taking the Panther's case before the UN.
••Today the bell Is tolling for
the Black Panthers; w110 knows,

, tomorrow it m:iy be tolling for
the NAACP, CORE, BUF, (Black
actlvltlst groups) •••. ", declared
Abernathy.
His anno:mcement brought a
standing ovation from most of the
1500 persons attending the Mississippi Project (HUMP) S9ul
Rally o;i F rlday night in Cramto11.
In answer to earlier comments ·
that such act!o:i would hurt his
standing In the country, Abernathy stated, · ''The world is too
full of people who want to be
thermometer leaders, I want to
be a thermostat.'' Abernathy explained that a '.thermostat leader' Is one who regulates conditions rather than one regulated
by them.
·
•

The last to speak at the rally,
Abernathy diagnosed the Panther
situation as symptomatic of
American's racial sickness.
The United States sickness may
bj! unto .jeath unless you and I
perform a delicate operation to
remcive the cancerous growth
that ls destroying her,"
"Anytime a government Is
wllJ.IJ\g to ,3pend billions to put
a man on the moon out won't
spend $54 to put a child on his
feet In Chltling Switch, Ga., the
country Is sick," he added 1mphatlcally.

fi

Successor to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Rev, Aben1athy
changed the. moo1 {TlOmentarily
by stating that, ' '1 don't have to
•

stand In his shoes, long as I got
Continuing In a light vein, he
cal.Jed President Nixon a "charming con man who Is so charming, he sometimes becomes a
CO!l man''.
The civil · rights leader re-

Leading the musical portion of
the rally was Jimmy Metcalf, a
14-year-old junior l)lgh student
from. Marks, Miss. He moved
members of the audience with an
or!glnal folk tune, "Mamma, Wh~
was . the Black Man Born'', and
later led them In a rousing work

ferred ·

song, ''Chain.Gang''.

sandals of my

0WI1.''

tO Nixon's now famous

•Silent Mo.jo~lty• by saying, "Our
problems won't be solved until
this 'Sll\lnt Mr,jority• takes · to
the streets to.practice civil disobedience to the fUllest.'' He predicted that the Increasing financial strain cilused by Nixon's Inflation tactics WO'Jld help to ,rlng
this about.
In closing, Abernathy reminded
the crowd that, "The victory will
qot be easy", and then he traced
the long line of blood shed by
Blacks !n the struggle for freedom. "There are no Easters· In
history without dark Good Fri-days.''

.

·/

The Soul Rally launched aserles of weekend events which net; ·
ted over $4000 forlhe Mississip-' ·
pl Project. The .Art Show opened
on Friday night as planned, witli . ·
velvet paintings the most popu ~
lar selling Item •. There weren't
any kissing boot)ls or fortune tellers at Saturday's a11-day bazaar,
but the soul foo1, African artifacts, and 1'1t balloons kept the
cro·Nd 1! o rni l ~ .

Fede ral City College's "Blaok
Voices'' and the ''ColumlJlans'"
of Anacostla Museum teamed up •

to provide an evening of literature and song at· Satur·lay night' s
1
Black Show.
·
·

Earlier In the program, Mayor
Fu11\1 -rais'i ng- officials report
Richard Hatcher of .Gary, Ind.,
that sw1day moi:hi og•s church
paralleled the Black m:in's situservice was well attended. The
ation In Ame.rlca to the one described In James Baldwin's es- ' religious concert scheduled for.
that evening was
canceled besay, "A Stranger lntheVlllage••. ·
•
cause of booking difficulties wlthJ
Hatcher said he r~allzed early
Howard's Gospel Choir. "tlempts1
the consequences of being Black
are being made to re-S(\hedule1
In the white American's village,
the concert for this Sun'day. It
but retused to cop-out on his race.
will feature .a gospel choir from
"Being Black has dominated my
Marks, ru"ld- a concert organist. · .
life and I cannot, nor will I reject my Blackness.''
Also on this weekend's calendar ls "Mlsslss!ppl Justice'', a
Dr. Aaron Henry, Chair.man of
Mississippi's NAACP, thanked
re-enactment by Howard Law
Howard for the Mississippi ProStudents of Mississippi court .
ject and ''all that it can mean to
i: ases, from 6 to 8 pm on Frithose of us there''. His statement
day. Later that night, HUMP stafthat he favored opening health fafers will compete ag!'lnst Washcilities to whites as well as
lngton Redsklns·-Chi"is HanburBlacks brought some jeers from
ger, Mike Bass, Ray .S~hoenke,
the audience.
and Brig Owen · In a basketball ·
other rally speakers were
game. · Grits an<! other soul fare
will be served along with enterBlack United Front Leader Rev.
talnme•lt at a Breakfast and FolkDo:iglas Moore, and Dental School
lore Ho11r •Jn Sat.u rday morning In
Dean Joseph Henry, who hosted
Baldwin Hall cafeteria. "Youngthe program on behalf of Pres.
blood" Frisby of r adio station .
Cheek. Georgia State RepresenWOOK will host a 15-·act variety
tative Julian Bond reportedly
show at 8 pm 0 1 SaturdaJ·.
agre ed to s peak, bu.t did no ~ ap.:
pear.
•

1

•

•

the actions In court from a TV
em her "than we (the D. c. courts)
screen ·while being allo'?'ed to
have tried in the last ten years•''
confer with his attorney and to
1
cross examine witnesses.
The judge said that he had
ass.o ciated with one case Judge
trouble understanding the objec,
Murphy explained that from this
live of the •.trial disruptions but
perspect!v.e the court_s <1re an
that he was Interested In learning
institution are "inherently Inefwhat effect they had on the deficient." Required by law are
cision of the juries . In . each of "
participants such as a defense
counsel, a prosecutor, a judge, . the current cases which have
popularized the tactlc 1 ;'
a court clerk, a balllf, a jilry,
and a number of other supporTomorrow the UPWARD
tive personnel who must be In
·BOUND program will sponsor a
panel of five Black newsmen _
one place at one time; if some'
whose _discussion
will be reone ls not present the whole
system breaks down, the judge
lated to the life and problems
explained.
of the newsman.
The panel will be · composed
' Three of the major difficulof Donald Alexander of V{TTG-.
ties faced by courts In general
TV; Bernie Boston, an Evening •
today according Judge· Murphy,
Star photographer, Paul Deare pre-trial publicity associated
laney of the New York Times'
with trials relating to crimes
W~hlngton Bureau; Claud Matof popular concern, the dlspensthews of WTOP-TV; and Jim
Ing of justice In Individual trials
Vance of WRC-TV.
following mass arrests and the
Luke Moore, formeru.s : Mardisruption of court proceedings
shall now Chief Assistant U.S.
as In the cases of the tr~s of
Attorney of the D. C. Court of
the Chicago Sevan, the Panther
General Sessions Division will
trial In New York, an,d the trial
address UPWARD BOUND• stuof those In the · District charged
dents on Saturday, February 21 •.
with the destruction of Dow
All the upcoming lectureChemical office records.
•
forums ate scheduled to be held
Judge Murphy said that court
In Saturdays ln Rankin Chapel
procedures
could adequately
handle the p'r oblems of mass . at 10 p.m. Admission ls free
arrests and pre-trial publicity · and open to the public.
Future lectures will Include
but he said a quandry existed
Phillip Rutledge, Assistant to
as to the solution of the proDistrict mayor Washington and
blems related to disruptions of
head of the city's Human Recourt proceedings by defendants.
sources Program ; Dr. Lonnie
He pointed out that one soluShaQazz, mlnister of M1)hammad
tion which had been suggested
Mdsque No. 4 and Director of
was the use of closed circuit
the
University
of
Islam ; .
TV In which the rowdy defendant
and Eugenie Collier, editor of
could be' partitioned off from the
the book, "Impressions · In
actual proceedings but could view
Asphalf."
.

.

'

Observance postponed·,
By Marlene McKinley
The Foreign Students' ,Day observance set for Tuesday, Feb· ruary 10th by President Cheek
. was cancelled because of ." unadvoldable circumstances" according to David Phillips of the
Fo"elgn Students' Office.
President Cheek's declaration
of the observance ofForelgnStudents Day at Howard , was announced as a result of a proclamatlon by the Commissioner
of the District of Columbia to
observe Tuesday, February 10
as the annual. Foreign s;:udents'
Day In the District.
'
The President had .planned to
hold a reception for the foreign
student clubs . which represent the
more than 1600 foreign students
that attend Howard, but because
of an en;ergency meeting witl1

President Nixon called for Tuesday, the program was cancelled,
Phillips stated that President
Cheek plans to reschedule the reception during the annual Inter- ·
national · Week festivities to be
held March 8-14th.

•

.

In observance of Foreign Students' Day In the District, the .
annual Foreign Students Day
reception . Was held at the State
Department from 4-6:00 Tues- .
day. Fifty-five foreign students
and ten American stud·? nts attended the reception from Howard. Mayor Walter Washington
presided :over the program, and
the Asslstru1t s~craiary of'State,
and Justice P oi te1· Sle~art,
chairman of the Foreign Students'
•
Council, w,ere co-host to · ~he
reception.
•
~
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•

•

•
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BUSA• to

continue
by Craig Wood

,

The St 11dent Association was
"
seriously challenged afanieetlng
last W~dnesday
nl:i-ht, as .
student . Senator' Moore proposed·
that
the
Senate
as it
, now · stands,
adjourn Itself
.
.
for the rest of the year, relinquishing its pov;ers to the
Individual student councils of the
University.
•.
'
Moore charged · that because
of personality and possibly Ideological clashes and a . lack · of
·1 nterest wltliin the · go·1erni~g
body, HUSA has 'become lncompetai1t. He c..... ,~~Jsed that a special
project co1nm!ttee be formed .to
d•'al with bas lness which does
un<:li~ l~

not fall

the t1e Ming of a

particular co;1ncll, ru1 .:i :;1 • npI~
'Jelng the Uni rer.'5ity's Mississippi

pro~e<! i

( HUM ll).

·

The propo,;al w~.c; met with
0;1posltion, the most oulspoken
of those opposed .being Senator
James. Ch~istlan who voiced the
Illegitimacy of such .a proposal. , .
"Thi3 body ·; an.1ot resolve withoJt consent of the stu<;i·?nt body,''
.Christian s tated, while using his

Guest speakers at H.U.M.P. Soul rally last Friday in Cramton, from left to right they are: Dean Joseph ·Heiiry, Dr. Aaron Henry, Rev. Douglas
Moore, and Mayor Richard Hatcher.
Anglade Photo

we11,;,,1c10\V'11

nair

•

for gover·n-

mental jargon and rhetoric. . ·
Because of a general consensus
of the !mpractlcal!tv of Moo ·e•s
(Continued fro1n page I )
pro1>0s'li, the motion' was not appro·1ed. Ho1vever, the. proposal
saw Howard's maintaining "its · was 7ery significant, as it seems
leadershp lnB!ackor,Negroedu- · to hav•: served ·as • ''stiff kick
cation.''
.In the pai1ts" of Htrs ~, ·w!Jlch
According to Vice President according to some 3tti1ent obserClarke Lyndon Johnson, Robert vatlons is a rapidly decaying
Kennedy, · Martin Luther King, bo.1y that needs revitalizing
and "the old-line civil rights !>ad'.y. The Senate has pertorme1!
leaders" are the people who have di ;appo!ntlngly this acad.3mlc
done the most for Black people year. Rest ructuring of the ConIn America, In addition to the s!ltutlon prO\'•'tl to be a lengthy
men like Malcom x. All these ex,e rclse In futility. Generally
forces explained Mr. Clarke, who the major busliiess carriad on·
through-out the . lntervlEµV ex- by HUSA Is the allooatlng of fwuls
pressed the need fo~ people to1 which Is usually done by .a handwork together, have contrlbtited 1 fu! of Senators.
to the struggle.
Presid.,nt Michael Collins acAt the close of the inter- cused the Senate of not bring
view, Vice President Clarke re- , out issues and of not coming to
sponded emphatically when asked meetings prepared. He spoke of
If he had any further com1nents,' a number of functions such as
"! think fiscal management of tutorial programs and teacher
high education offers broad op- evaluation which could be con- .
portunlties as a career for stu- ducted without extensive spenddents, for the first test of an Ing. Collins also ·s tated that
Institution is how It Is man- HOU SA
would
try to · be
aged,'' he 'said.
mo,: e relevant In the future
He added, "this is very Imand that there would 00 some
'portant.''
ceo~ganlzatlon of the Senate, He

Clarke speaks his mind . .

Cobbs on Blacks' rage

•

.
-,said that attempts are bing made
to solve these problems by goIng to Congress with monetary
by Kathleen Wills
requests and that "Dr.Cheek has
' .
Indicated he wan\s money from
about beatings and harrassment
"The expressed rage of Blacks
foundatlons." Vice ·President
by police officers, but the P3l1Is psycholoz!cally the healthiest
Clarke feels this search for
thers are the first Blacks to '.I.ct · other sources of money has been
thing that has happened to us,
against such oppression on an orprompted liy the fact that Howard
History, In the sixties, "came to
ganized basis,'' Dr. Cobbs ex~
a point whera .,,e, neither phyis caught In a kind of bind beplained.
sically nor psychologically, could
cause ''the government econom•
or wanted to bear the burden
zing and Inflation is eating away
It is not 911.JUgh that Blacks
of American race hatred :lJly
at the dollar.''
continue to J)e ai1gry, he added
Despite . these hang-tips, the
longer."
Rage is a "theraputlc release''
Dr. Price M. Cpbbs, co-author
vlce-presl<;lent painted a fairly
only and not a cure for the conoptimistic financial plc.t ure for
of 1' Black Rage,'' made these
ditions whlch~give rise to frustraremarks as he spoke to a small .
Howard. He explained that the
tion and confusion. Said Dr.
audience at Cramto:i Auditorium
tmlvers!ty has moriey on hand
Cobbs, ••Many people with prolast ·r uesday night, The event
for a new ·ctorm, a new phY,slcal
blems :ire advised to look for the
was par ~ ,)f Howard's Mlssl~s!p
educatlo11 buil~g for women, a
solution Inside themselves. We
pi Project fund raising campaign
new student center, and money
are a . different C3'e. W•: are
for planri!ng several other prowhich Is schedule? to continue
the original lntros;iec'tive people
jects.
··
until the beginning of March.
having been oont!nually forced
Mr. Clarke also gaveh,sviews
•
to examine ourselves from a
oa SOl!le recent University
Dr. Co~bs weqt on to say
white standpoint.''
developments. Concernlng'the Inthat the labeling of one segment
Thus, Cobbs maintained that, . · clusion of · student representaof the Ame ~ lca.1 society as the
the o:ily way to ·reverse the netlves on the Board of Trustees
"silent majority'' by the Nixon
gative impressions Black people
he responded rather cautiously,
admlntstratlor1 ls a dangerous
have of themselves is to ernlJrace
''l think it is a good idea for
provocation to white citizens
blackness, rather than reject It,
there Is the possibility that the
which can have serious Implicato attempt to make over changes·
students \\ill bring to the Board
tions for Blacks In the future.
In the social sltuatlo:i. He said
fre~h thinking, but It depends
that he believes that It is time to
the type of people they pick,"
react outwardly; the rage and deSaid or. Copps,. w;,,~n .A.gr1~w
he said.
sire fo :!hange now have been
speaks about the 'silent majoriW~1en questioned on the Black
smo'.hered too long.
university . concept (a university
ty,' he Is tapping the thread of
In regards to the Black unidedicated solely to the needs and
· fascism v1'Jich runs through virversity, Co'Jbs said that he feels
development of Black people) at
tually every white In America,
that It should be one of the
Ho•Nard; Vice President Clarke
It Is that samE thread of -violprime Instruments through which
simply said, ''I don't . think it
ence that has been present In
Black anger and coastructlve acwould work.'' He added "this
this country since the time ,,r '·'.s
tion can be channelled, "The
type of Black separation Is In;;t)1.1i:-!~ption.''
compatible with Integration.'' Mr.
vl~blllty of Black Institutions lies
He referred to a . pa!·'; ic1Jl~r
in Iestablishing themselves 'a s toClarke d~d concede, however,
mo•1e of speaking being used hy
taily. Black Institutions. It
that "it doesn't hurt to examine
I.he pres ent administration which
shouldn't be any big hang-up or
the concept.''
..
/
attributes any flaw In this
As far as the future Is conshock to see a 'Black Institution'
co•mtry to the d!ssence _. of
really being Black,'' he said.
cerned, Howard's fiscal expert
Blacks: "The implication has
been mad., that the 'silent majori,
ty's is sweet, pu 1~e, virtoious,
and white. A11d If the ~llanl
(Co ntin ued from page l)
·~ ltlzens are all of these things,
the .3lacks, wbo have been the
plinary probation, and must not
studer1t or
professional supmost vo•"al or any slnguar group,
be "eligible for graduation until
porters.''
are first black, then bad, loud,
the end of the bard ter1n con- - · The election committee, by
and finally 1101· so virtuous,'' Dr.
cerned.''
•
·
March 11, will then verify the
Co~bs said.
authenticity o! the petitions and
As to the term of the students
uw;t;h Ojlpos!ng groups so diswill, on March 12, Inform each
tenure, April 28, !97q (the date
tlnctly defined," Cobbs addad,
filer of the names of the stuof the next Board meeting)
It should be very easy ror
dents who presented valid petitthrough June 30, 1971 is to be
white America to i>e 1~'.: rJ~:1} ~i to
ions. The names of the student
the Initial term. Thereafter the
defend It by calling them the
candidates will be published In
term will be July 1 "through
THE lilLLTOP . on March 13,
silent. majority, just as In the • the Immediately following June
past, westerners had no tro'.lble
30 ,,
a month from today.
.
organizing vigilante groups.towVoting will take place a week
'As lo the nomination proceprehend persons who were, by
later on Friday; March 20. Votdure, any student. desiring to run
general consensus, guilty.''
ing machines slmllav to those
must pick up a petition from the
Acco~dlng to Dr. Co'Jbs, the
currently :employed In either UniStudent Association office located
m:itter of Black rage become;;
versity-wide student voting will
on the 'third floor of the Student
one of Black survival. For Black
be used. (In order to be a qualiCenter on any school day berage to become legitimate, that
fied vote1i a student must present
ginning Tuesday, February 24,
is to hnv'' a credible impact on
his current Certificate of Regbetween the hours of 9 a.m.
co:idltlons In this country, he beistration at the 1>0lls.
,..
and 5· p. m. The petitions must
lieves that the anger must be
The committee overseeing the
be • returned to the Association's
•
channelled to constructive ends . office by ·5 p.m. Friday,
activities associated with theupMarch
· --as In the operation of the Black
comlng election Is co111posed of
6. The undergraduate peltltlons
Panther Party.
.
the President of the H0ward Uni, must bear the signatures and the
For examp~e the police policy
versity
Student
Association
ID numbers of "at least 200
was the first aggression or as- · undergraduate
student
sup- , · (HUSA) and the presidents of
sertlon made against police brueach of the University's 11
and the graduate petitions mus~
tality In the urban ghetto, "For
school's student councils.
bear the signatures and the ID
years Blacks had complained
numbers of ''at least 100 graduate
,

on

11

Election procedures
-

,

G reg 0 ry

\

I.

''The Black woman will

;;tea~ of using Moore's proposal
or dividing power among the
va_~lous :>tU<li!!ll •'')ll•Jcils, specific.
functions shou:d be gtvan to Ind!vidual senators.
•

BROOKLYN
COLLEGE of
PHARMACY
•

On America in Biafra: ''Any-

'"-thing good· you don't have to
. /for~e on anybody; they will steal
It."
On the Pre.sldent: "Nixon represents America.''
The
reeurr!ng· motif of
Gregory's speech will linger Ir:
the minds of his audience: "No
more games, he said, "no more
tricks.''

•

leading t o

MASTER
of SCIENCE DEGREE
•
with specialization in

PHARMACY
ADMINISTRATION
and HOSPITAL .
PHARMACY
ADMINISTRATION

• Bulletin of Information
• Application Form
'

BROOKLYN COLLEGE·
OF PHARMACY .
OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

600 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11216
Founded 1886 · MAin 2-4040
•

•

•

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

never be stronger than me,'.
he declared. However, he went ··
on to explain that the Black
•
woman Is more responsible than
the B.Iack mai1. He said that whites
Advanced
have confused th!s· responsibility
1
educational preparation for
with strength.
positions of leadership in:
Au->ther topic that Gregory
• management, marketing,
touched on was the way In which
selling and research in
Blacks have been brainwashed by
pharmaceutical, wholesale
whites Into Imitating them. He
• and retail drug, cosmetic •
said that thi§<..!S the "only way
and retail industries.
you can com mlt genocide against
• I.each i ng ·of pharmacy
a people.'' As a result; Gregory
administration.
stressed, "Black kids have to
• hospital pharmacy
learn to think from .a Black.
administration.
point of view.''
(internal program)
On the generation gap: ''We
SESSIONS BEGIN
lie to yoJ 24 hours a day, and
SEPTEMBER ANO FEBRUARY
when you catch us, we cal1 It
Write or phone for:
the generation gap.'•

•

•

;;;arrgested that in the future, ln-

(Col)tinued from page l)
·
'
f
Black,'' Gregory stated as alead-In tci his explanation of
Am1,rlca's negative view of any~
thing Black. "Nothing can get
blacker than a. tornado,' ~ he explained, ''but when that tornado
flew into that white woman's
kitchen, It became a white
tornado.''
•.
Hitting on a number of sub•
jects, Gregory referred to the
Black man-woman relat!o~shlp 1
which, he said, has been misunderstood and misinterpreted by
w!iltes who say that the, Black
woman Is stronger than the Black
man.

.

•

•
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. Orang.ehurg and Malcolm
•
•
to receive commemorat1on

,
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Classes prove popular -

Blacl{ studies still formative

By 'Pearl Stewart

•

By Gwen Ross

'

Manv• "rents relevant to Black
people have occurred during the
mo11th of Fe~Jr uar'y. Today and

next Friday co1nr11., 1norations of
som t:!

of the sB events will be

held on campus, as a res ult of
the interest ·and \vorl( of a few
stude11ts.

This afternoon at 1:00 1 deme>'1stratlon \viii lake place in
reme1nl'! r ance of the Or angeburg
m:J.ssac 1·e, \Vl1ic h occur red t wo
yea r s ago :1.t

s~J11 th

CarolinaSt ate

College in Orangeburg. At that
ti m\~ three rr1ale students \V;!re
killed by r acist pi gs, \vllo used
1n )l i.',l,:!r 3.S a m t1ans of quel ling

a 3tt11 ·J1;t1~ p:ote.5 t.
1\
goi~S

carn1Jus

ml1veme:.1t \Vi'1i ch.

under the slogan ''N tJ ~ pe a~ e,

but Freedom,'' he'3.ded by J 0~1

Jones, is sponsoring the demon-

stration. Accordinff to J ones, a

other SQeakers have been coci- ·
\acted. ' .
Another commemoratio:i will
take place next Friday, February
20, the day prior to the day
of Malcolm X's assassination.
A group of students are planning
a day of seminars, drama, and
speeches, not only to relate to
.- .
. . ' ' .
M:tlcolm's life and death, rut to
begin a campus - wide program
:Urned at solving some of the Uni-'
versity's problems.
1
Ac ~ ording to John Holtoa, one

..

of the sem.l na r leaders, ' 1 We hope

to Involve the student body in a
constructive, educat!onai progr am that \Viii deal with
the problems of dope oa cam;·us,
p ro'Jlem.> faced by students in
their various departments, and
making Howard a significant part
of the struggle of all Black people
for freedom." Dormitory lounges
are being procurred for the
seminars , which will be held
from 6-8:00 p.m. A number o.'.
guest speakers ·h ave been contacted, including Howard instructors.

procession of s tud ~ nts, beg!nn!ng
at .Fo:ind 9rs' Library \viii carry
fo:ir caskets across campus to the
Fine Arts Building. (The extra
casket represents all other Black
m<>.n that have died for freedom. )
From the steps of the Fine('-rts
'
Building speakers will discuss
A dramatization of 'Malcolm's
. the event ·ai1<1 its· significance
death will be presented by wASTSA In Ira Alch'ldge Theater at 9: 30
to Black peo:>le. Gay Henderson,
the Ho .neco:nlng queen will lnfollowing a sumtna.ryofthesemltr()duce the speakers. Afthough , nar resolutions, Leaflets will be
it has been publicized that Cleave
· circulated during the week, exSellers will be present, he has,
plaining the details of the Februhad to c311cel the date. However, 1 ary 20 "Tribute to M:Ucolm.''

,

Dr, Martin considers the community development facet of the
Dr. Martin.
. curriculum ·its most Important
"The group felt that AfroAmerican" \vould be a clearer . dimension. Plans call for students
to work with a commtmlty coor.
and less. controversial title than
· dlnator in organizing projects· in
.Black Studies, for the first term
the local community. He expects ·
clearly
denotes
.Americans
of
'
the experiences in these projects
African descent.' '
to strengthen students and give
1\.llhough much of the organizathem insight for similar work lation was comnleted dttring the
ter on.
,
fall, the depactm., nt ls still in
Bec ause of the unsettled nature
a developmental stage. _.\ccordlng
of the departmBnt at the beginning .
to Dr. Martin, the. department
of the year, cl ass enroll ml?D.t '"as
will be highly fl exible and open
lo\v and fe\v _ll_ersons bad deto "any sound progr am for studyclared a m3.jor in Afro- Ame rican
lnZ Black people presented by
Studies . Coll ege officials report
students or fac ulty."
however, that 'most of the ciasses
Afro-Atnerlcan
Studies ls
this spring are overcrow·J ed. ·
structured like most of the estabW'.ien asked what type bf polished departments, in that' it
sitions students majoring in
offers a major sequence, a minor
Afro-Am.3 rican Studies ·might
se<luence, and elective courses.
seek after gr aduation, Dr. ll\lartin
stated associate Dsa.'1 R1)1Jert
·,,Its unique fe ature'', noted Dr.
pointed to teaching, law, g;overii- Martin, who is temporarily headMartin " Is that its core program
ment
or
foundation work,
ing the department.
ts suppo,rted by related subjects
. especially tn· designing services . '
in pther departm ~nts.
'' However, b~c ause the couraimed at helping Blacks. He also
Students are required to take
ses were scattered In various
sees a major or minor sequence .
six basic courses : which treat
departments througho:it the UritIn Black Studies as an adjunct
the social, economic, political,
verslty, we needed to pull them
prozram to other majors and
aad cultural _nature of Black
together,'' he added.
more Important, as providing
America, Required courses inA student-faculty pllµlillng
better self-knowledge, regardcommittee began 'organizing the . elude ·Introduction to Afroless of one's major.
'
Amerlc311 Studies, - Survey of
program during the' sum1n1,r, with
In this light, he envisions
and · Ecothe aid of a Ford Foun1atloa. Negro Literature,
Howard as becoming a center
• gr311t. Part of the fUnds were . norrilcs of Black Manpower •
for ethnic studies, but. believes
Some related subjects open to
used to :>urchase literature by 311d
•
about Blacks for ,. reading cen"
students are Business, Govern- I Its efforts at present. ·siiould . be
directed toward Black Studies.
ment In the Ghetto,
Language
ter on 3rd fioor Founders Liof the Ghetto , and the . Eco- . He Is presently Involved In a
brary, ''One of our first tasks
major step toward that entl--re- ·
was to decide on 311 appropriate
nomlcs of Housing and Urban
crultlng "Black, bright young
name for the department,•• said
Renewal •
Instructors'',
11 In some instances'', says·Dr.
"Although I'm primarily seekMartin, "we go to other depart- .
ments 311d ask them to set up ing Blacks, I won't exclude_qualla related course for us. The Edu- fled whites, said Dr. Martin,
asserting that It is possible for
cation . Department has ·developed
start from since that ls where
whites to be experts on some
a
course
for
educating
underthe people are, Rem em berlng
subjects
regarding . Blacks,
aehleVers and a course on the
the · mnny . dismal failures In
'!Neither do I advocate excluding ·
history
of
the
Negro_
Education.
Africa li1 recent years, one
white stud~ts from I.he proBoth will be taught next year.
listened to the panel with hope
gram" he aid, explaining . that
As
a
government
professor
en311d wished them well.
It would en! ghten them, ·
gaged in several social projects,
'fhe Afro-American Studies
listing in Howard's '69- 70 class
schedule ls a, simple addition in
print, but in actuality, 'the dep2.I'.\'inent ls fhe res:ilt of two
successive years of student protest and. the more recent efforts
of a joint student-faculty committee.
The declslqn to create a Black
S'udles Department oa the Undergraduate level was made by the
College of l ,iberal .t..rts l ast
Spring after a take-over reiterated stu~ent demands. -" study
made by the faculty the previous
)''ear revie,ved_ '2X_isting courses
and explored · possibilities for
developing others .
11
Iioward l1as al\vays been interested In . courses . oriented
toward the Black experience,''

•

•

.

•

Tanzanian students observe declaration
'

The Tanzania Students• Union,
In observ311ce of the third year
after the Arusha Declaration,
sponsored a pane\ discussion by
a group of distinguished scholars
and Tanzanian diplomats, on Silturday, February 7th.
Ambassador Rutabanzlbwa's
opening speech was ·delivered by
Counsellor J. Yinza to a capacity crowd of more than 100 in
Founders Library, Room 105. In
the speech, the alms of UJ AMAA
or Tanzanian socialism as propounded by President Julius
Nyerere and his T ANU party
three years ago at the town of
Arusha were outlined. President
. Nyerere stated in the declar ation that Tanzania must be s elfreliant 1by 1980.
Educational,
socio-cultural,

by Shirley Washington
enough to bl a self-sustaining
useful citizen even If . he does
not go further in his educ:!.tlon.
Emphasis on manual labor will
be greatly stressed in educating the young ' even up to the
university level where a part
of the year, the university student will spend his time on agrl'cultural projects in, the villages,
All this ls aimed at closing
the rapidly growing gap between
the rural farmflr and the university
trained
government
worker and officials.
.t.. ·.v;,sterh-style class system
based on \vealth or other reasons ls co:i.s id ered undesirable
for Tanzania. The government
has nationalized all foreign O\\'fled
businesses and If a minister

•

GROW WITH THE SPACE AGE AT
•

'

•
•

·'

•

•

•

holds shares in a firm, he mttst

either relinquish them or give
up his post. He must O\VO only
the house that he lives in and
not rent it out to anyone else.
{That Is revolutionary for Africa
where
such practices are
rampant and have contributed to
corruption.) No farmer will be
encouraged to be so successful
as to copy the Western-style
After pointing out the unstable
pl311tation owner with his many
conditions in Africa since Indeemployees which often lead to
pendence which he attrlbut_ed to
exploitation. Rather he Is eneconomics, Professor James
coruaged to join the cooperative
said that the Arusha Declarasystem of the UJAMAA villages
tion may be Africa's last hope
made up of about 40 families
to free herself from imperialism.
each.
· All· of Africa Is watching, he
It was emphasized that these
. said, If the Tanzanian experivillages are on a voluntary basis
ment works, then the '<!lther
Atrlc311 states will follow l:JeCause ' with the advantage of governmental services 311d support such
they have no where else to go.
as setting up arts and crafts
He characterized the experisocieties, training centers 311d
ment as a quiet revolution based
technical- aid on farming Impleon education 311d socialist oriments, The African philosophy
entation within 311 Afrlc311 conwill emcompass the changing ot
text. Education will be greatly
attitudes In the cultural aspect
expanded In the new few years
which though traditional might
to aid in the attainment of their
retard the natlo:i•s adv311ce togoals. Self- rell311ce will be emwards an equitable society.
phasized so that the student, upon
The return to the villages Is
entering the school at seven, and
not viewed by the government as
attending the compulsory sevena romantic return to the past
year primary school, will be old
but merely a practical
place to
•
•

GODDARD
SPACE
FLIGHT
CENTER
•

economical and political aspects
of UJ, AMAA were discussed durIng the observ311ce . but it was
the political aspect that generated
the most excitement; mainly because of the passionate rem arks
of P~ofessor C.L;R, James, of
!'ederal City College.
.
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Chicago Public Schools will have a
representative on campus Feb, 16, 1970
SB,400 starting salary (10 months) ·
1a days paid vacation
"

.i.__l_

- -

A GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT
YOUR CAMPUS TO DISCUSS YOUR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES' WITH _
TH.IS GROWING NASA CENTER ON: FEBRUARY 17,·1970

10 days sick leave
Paid hospitalization

EDUCATION PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Thoughts
I

The' calm

What's up for the spring ?
•

The coming of spring has difBy Pearl Stewart
ferent meanings for different facdents who have silently gone
tions of the cainpus community.
through the winter singing
Most of us, regardless of the
classical music, fiunklng zooparticular faction · that we belogy, or wishing that cert.a in
long to, view spring and warm
members of the government deweather as a time for activity-.partment were dead, will suddoing something, anything.
denly find the situation IntolerFor the admlnlstratlon, the
able, and start cussing, passing
approaching season means tightpetitions, boycotting classes, and
ening up its processes, so that
maybe even doing other things.
if the students (natives/ slaves)
The high bunch (a very big
become restless on the campus
t.mch) can take their shit out
(jungle/ plantation), they w!ll be
under the trees, and quit stinkable to say that these processes
ing up the dormitories. They
were ''normal'' before the stucan graze in the grass, ~ trip
dents got restless.
under the trees, just like, the
For the faculty, the upcoming
•
in Dupont Circle--mkybe
months mean being very accomo- · whlties
•
even with them.
,
datin·g, and very, very Blac k
And of course, Fridays belong
(Jn the case of the white teachto the GrGeks. Oh, I just can't
ers, very liberal), l,n order not
wait to see them kicking their
to upset the students, so that if
heels, and singing those heavy
anything starts, their house
lyrics, "Bop, hut, hip, ho!" etc.
won't get bombed.
But this spring can be different
The students, of course, mt1st
for all of us. We all know, whethbe categorized (as usual). Stu-

scientists.''
Whoever wrote that synopsis
could have written the same for
UyL.!\ 1 Yal.e , Alabama University or any other white school.
1 Wn·J ever wrote that definition
)didn't know ·what happened on
campus in the spring of 196 B,
wiien Howard students were demo.nding change from a Negro
institutionalized plantation to a
Black political l.!.l!lverslty. Wi10ev 13 r w1·ote th~ quoted words

was either physically or mentally
willte.
Theoretically,
the courses
listed in the department may
seem very hip,' but we as Black
students cannot a:fford to deal
with theoretical quotes, books,
courses or teachers which, in
fact, make up the government department.

..... --...-

,~ ·:·" :'>,,.,,f'\,

-~

~, ~ _ ....,.

,._.

•'•

• 'g;
~-:-~ -\ ' . ..
""'.
...,_,,., "- ...., ... ,

•'.

"'<'> .....
\.

er we want to admit it or not,
that the campus needs a re-awak.enlng, a re-enlightenment, and a
re-education. If we can do this,
we won't need any of the o\her
"spring activities." If the people
in Fine Arts can come up with
a program .of cultural value-an exposition of the Black ·ms,
and If the people in Liberal Arts
can come Up with a total program
-•political, social and academic
--to attempt to solve some . of
our basic problems, we will have
all of the activity we need. And ,
for once, something might get
done.

0n the Government Department
•
The highly heralded Depart- ·
ment of Government in the College of Liberal Arts, headed
by D. George Kousoulas, has been
instrumental in the training of
young Black Howard graduates.
In fact, the syllabus issued by
the department states that the
governm ent subjects" •.• are designed to meet the needs of
students who plan to study Jaw,
•
•
to enter government service, or
to become professional political

•

For those who think I am
questions should be raised about
nothing more than a criticizer,
the "highly, heralded departtak-9 :u1y government cour~e, be
ment •''
it National, Comparative, African
It's an tnsult to me and to
Politics or American Political
you that not only are the majorParties, and ·scrutlliize the text- •
rity of t1Jachers In the departbook, then discern the teaching
ment incompetent as !nstructlors
method and finally analyze the
but the courses are also inadeoverall structure of the co:irse
quate to n1eet the needs of
and any student should see that
Black s today. W!1at's more how
the department Is Instrumental
can white lnstructor b teach Bia'.ck
in preparing Black students for
students about racism In the natassimilation Into the American
ional government or In the poliway of life, for this political systical 'parties wt'''°' :1e; ' heintem is designed to oppress Blacks
selves perpetuate institutionaland not alleviate the oppression;
ized racism in the classroom?
and all those students in governIf anyone is still skeptical sit
ment will. be 0:1 ly carbon copies
In on ANY government lecture.
of those white oppressors exThere is not one class that stiploiting Africans in Angola, Lam u~ates students to
seek new
tin Americans in Panama oc Vietforms of government,newtactlcs
namese in Saigon by "taking those
to alleviate oppression, or new
courses which are'' .•• designed ..•
insult!
to :>tudy law, to enter government
What is our curriculum comservice, or become professional
mittee or the Political Science
political scientists.'•
Club doing about these issues ?
How c.:a.'1 a course such as
One final word, no subject
American Political Parties teach
taught in the College of Liberal
Blacks that the Democratic Party
Arts can a:fford to be dogmatic
ls indeed democratic? How can
or dictatorial, insteb.d it must
students take a course in Auto•
offer new Ideas for Black students
.
. 1•
to deal with their subjects realisc r atjc and Totalitarian Systems
tically and practically, not pedanof Government without citing the
tically or specuiaticely, whether
United States as a prime exthe course is government or psy- · .
amp!e? These and many more
chology, history or socio!ogy •
•

Ue~r

Dl'. He1t ry :
During your speech in support
of the Howard University Missippi Projec t, I recalle1j the •l:t..r.:;
·.v!1,:!~ l yo•1 and Medgar E\t13r 3 ·Nere
the 0111:1 ~ -,vo rn c~ r1 <Jfficially connected ·with the NA,\C P in your
then sove reign state '.Vt1f) 1iared
support the unknO 'Nn reared Student Non-Violent Coo:dlnatlng
Co:nmlttee and its fundarnental
challenge to Southern fac!stn. l
r., ·c a;led your oblivion to the
sweet and s·J.1:· .JCessures exerted upon you by Roy Wi:kins and
others to· ·1 iso·.vr1 :u1rl 1: 011d .~ m11 us
as the precondition fo e '.heir
cot1tinued support, or, IDl1.i.' :!
.:ynically, their more approval,
at a tim e \Vi·1e n the White House

w3.3

:lispo:>8d

to

treat their

opionion as the weather v:u1e of

the entire black com1n1nity. I
r ecalled the many ways in which
the local white power struct.1r e
1'! 1 ) 11. 1~v1.;! ~i ' l~ their locally po ·NerJess ·.v!ti'.e thugs to destroy your
.bu;,ineSs, fa1nily, and home because of your simple insistence
011 a co:iscience that co11~d not
be conten.t within th t~ aml•lt of a
s~ave .

And , ~

7as

so1)erl y sJ1ake11
to oiJserve tr_.sact, the u11i)e'liev·1IJie, ·a:1ri t~e useless gulf so lit-

tle tim~ :cti rhetoric has placed
in t he 1ni<l:,t o~ our people while
dream111rr the .$ .lme lireams.

m e;nb e :~-;

'JL that

world, in whic h case I ask you
to spare them )·our co!lte1nr1t fo l"'
they <now but slightly what they
. do o r what has been done for

incredibly rude audience you add1·.,ssed at Howard University, I
feel It a duty to apologize to you
them.
.
in a car eful way for their deep
igno~art ce and superficial beTi1e 1nas.s !T}ecll·a have taught
havior.
the m that there are o:ily two or
,. It is one of the peculiarities
three dozen iJl acks wno 3ave
of o:ir country that persons such
•
significantly c ont ributed to the
as you who have quj etly sacristruggle. It ls then small wonficed property and perso>l.11 safed·•r that when they hear voices
ty for the benefit of biack people
for more than a quari:e;- co11tury . speakinrr outside their pa rochial
press e:<)losure and dialectical
are now suddenly jee red and
id lo:3ync rac les, they have no em.'¢tacked by those with mu·: h zeal,
pirical fra1ne
o' referenc·e
little experience, and not ov~rly
against wl1lch to t)'1aluate their
m111 :l1 l.ntelligence in i!heir pursult
speakers.
of t~e Black Revolution.
,
...•
I do:ibt if any a1non~ that chorus
Hence they loudly roar for the
of zealous poUtical virgins had
known fools 'llld scorn the u~
any reaso:i to l;:io1v who Aaron
•
Henry is--the historlo •n::u1:, "'i . known saints .
I sf1011ld like to. :ievelop a seml1e 1ie monstrated in the bo"Nel s
inar next semest.er at which you
or M!s:c5 ssippi against every conamd other trul y imp.)rt:u1t leadceivable terror and man!pulatio:>,
ers, on whose backs. the revolunot o:i\y fro1n ·;;~1ites · but from
tion has factually stood, can give
blacks as well--the cost he has
the Ho\vard students :u1 alternapaid in his weal\h and health betive to their continued myopia.
cause he was larger thru1 the comBelieve me, there are those of
promises aro:ind him- -the 11eavy
them 'i/~10 •would weicome that exc
respect his name has come lo
posure to such contemporary hiseom1n:ind in the thoughts of na1netory.
; ess thousands of the most hu :n·_.1e·\ o( ~i > fello ·N blacks In the
d~~lta of MJ =J:-;l~s i._1p i . Per l1aps
Finally, those of us \vho know
•
they never will· kno·N, o~ can
·what has been missed have been
never reall y b~i ie~va that .suci1
in some pain since your speech
1nc>11 1ments s til ~ live in their
lest you c lassify the entire .
ti rr11, 0, 1.! Independent of their efaui:itence in the same depressing,
fo "t.s. It Is part of their masochami1estic mo!~ . HQl'>efUlly, that
istic fatal is m that they believe
_mold will never be universally
"\vhi te; " has succeeded In al applicable at Ho . vard. Thanks
re1J y lt-!3 t roying everyone and
again fo:- l1~lpl.ng us identify mor e
e-v~rythi rit~ t)i ·1aiue to the black
clearly our own special H UM J>.
~
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While listening to the lecture of Dr. Price M. Cobbs; ·
· co-author of the book ''Black Rage'', on Tuesday evening
we were led to reflect on the proposition that perhaps U.S. •
society is passing through a deceptive phase of seeming
acquiescence paralleled to the calm associated with the eye ·
of a hurricane.
,
The deception, Dr. Cobbs' words led us to believe, is
couched in the undeniable fact that not very much has
happened in Nixon's first year in . office. The calm .
contrasted with .t he turbulence of the preceding year is
sign.ificant. The peace in the nation has of course been
shattered briefly as with the recent vicious slayings of
Panthers by police, but nothing sustained has pricked
many people's consciences to any significant degree.
And while the deafening silence of the calm envelops
American society there is a concomitant lack o,f action to
cope with any of the deep-rooted problems of the society.
The Black communities are quieter than usual, but there is
no sign that Nixon gives Black
any priority. In
. grievances
.
, f1.c t the indications are that· the Nixon policy toward
Blacks is ''kiss-my-assism'' and is predicated on a desire to
win him the favors of his great white ''silent majority." .
Quite interestingly Nixon's administration seems
inclined to cling desperately to the traditional racist
position that. if you .don't think about the Niggers perhaps
they'll go away. He has foe.used his attention on
environmental pollution and meanwhile the institutional
pollution of racism seethes.
The nation's reordering of its priorities in the last year
away from coni:erri with social issues seems destined to
haunt it at some future moment in some disastrous
incident of upheaval or some type of social, perhaps racial,
conflict of precedent-setting ,proportions.
•
Dr. Cobbs perhaps su·mmed up the racial situation when
" .
he commented, ''There is a particular mode of .speaking
being used by the present ' (Nixon) administration 'which
says .that any flaw in the country is somehow the result of.
dissident Blacks. The implication has · been made that the
'silent majority' is sweet. pure, virtuous, and white. And if ,
the silent- citizens are all of these things, the Blacks, who
have been the mqst vocal of any singular group, are first
black, then bad, loud and finally, not so virtuous.
.
''With opposing groups so distinctly defined it should be
very easy for white America to be invoked to defend 1it
. (against dissident Blacks) (by . calling them (whites) . ~the
•
silent majority: just as in the past, · Westerners had . no
· trouble organizing vigilant11 groups to apprehend persons
who were, by general consensus, guilty."
Dr,. Cobbs indicated fl!rther that Blacks in their rage .
against the American system would not be inclined to
tolerate any concerted effort by whites at suppression. .
Perhaps to assume the imminence of
some future. ·
'
convulsion based on what is happening presently in
America is analogous to a blind man feeling the tail of the
'elephant and cont.luding that the elephant is .very much
like a rope. Yet it is difficult not to note that the potential '
for conflict exists, and like being in the eye of the
hurricane, we assume that the storm continues and that the
worst is yet to come.
·

By·John Holton

As one of the

Columns and letters to the editor
are the opiniOns of the authors. No
letters or columns speak for The
HILLTOP and
should
not ' be
construed as editorials.
'
HI LLTOP editorials represent the
opinion of the paper. The HILL T-OP
maintains no unnecessary bonds with
the University administration o; with
any extraneous student groups and
does not necessarily · represent any
opinion other than its own.

•

Apology•for students' ignorance
Mr . Jenkins is the youngest member
of the HoY.,ard Boai-d of Trust ees.
The Jetter below was written to. or .
Aaron
Henry
o.f
C lar ksdale,
M iss issi pp i and is dated February 10 .
It
is
reprinted
here
w it h
the
permission o f Mr. Jenkins.

.

'

The editorials and the cartoons
which appear In The HILLTOP 'are
the responsibility of the editor.
Because the editor claims no
monopoly on knowledge and because
The HI LL TOP values -f ree expression,
dissentlnq_ or concurring opini.o n
from the campus community is
welcomed through ·1etters to the
editor or personal confrontations
with the editor . ~ )
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Engineering Rotational
Programs or Direct Assignments

Computer Sales
and Systems

'

BS, BA and MBA candidates: interv iew RCA ,
•
on campus, for our Computer Sales and
Systems Program. The program consists of ·
ter'l weeks of formal trainin g at Cherry Hill,
New Jersey that will provide you with a
broad knowledge of the field 9f your
choice - Sales or Systems - .f ollowed by
an assignment at one of our field sales
offices located throughout the United States.
You will be working directly with the complete
Sptrctra 70 family of computer~ which are
highlighted by large-scale communications
and time-sharing applications.

'

•

'
•

'
•

See your placement officer t o arrange an
interview with the RCA Representative.
Or write to RCA College Relations, Dept. EC,
. Building 205-1, Camden, New Jersey 08101 .
.We are an equal opportunity employer .

•

•

.

..

•

BS and MS cand idates in Engineering:
interview RCA, on campus, for our
Engineering Rotat.ional Progra ms,
•
Manufacturing Management.Development /
Program or Direct Assignments in the
area of your skills. Openings are in
Research, Design, Development,
Manufacturing Engineering,
"
cir Materials Management.

"
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•

•

•

'
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Seniors: See the placement

•

office for on campus intervi&ws

I
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Letters to the editor ·

oing somet 1ng a out

Over the past year, I devoted
" much time to the task of follow- ·
Ing the performance of Richard
M. Nixon as President of "the .
United States. Mier careful consideration that spanned a twu
month' period, I came to one
conclttsion--that. the President
has done nothing and said nothIng that can be Interpreted as
1i a commitment to alleviating the
gene ral misery lof Black people
In the United States. We must
do something about the situation,
but it seems that, like it or not,
for the • next three years, our
hru1d,5 are tied. However, \V e can
do
something . in · 1972. I
am guggesting to the Howard
Community t hat it provide the
leade rship for a massive, national campaign to stop the reelection of Richard Nixon in 1972.
Such a campaign could and should
be Initiated at Howard, although
It is hoped the othe r Black universities would play an important
role In the actual coordinating
activities of the campaign.
As I see it at this time, the
aim o'. the steering committee
for this campaign would be: (1)
to Initiate the formation of chap- .
ters on all campuses; (2) to coordinate activities and dis- I
semlnate, information; (S) to organize Bjack communities behind
the effort; ( 4) to publish newsletters and other documents; (5)
'

•

could v,9le to . extend this fourto provide a cohesive and repreyear nl~htmare.
. sentatlve body which, although 11
cannot s ay who should be Pres,!Another possibility is · the
dent in 1972, can at least say
formation of a Black People's
who Black people don •t want,
Party which probably would en~
If Howard students were to
sure the election of the very
choose to act as a center for
person it was form ed to stop.
the Initial coordinating activities
•
of this program, it would be In
The third posslb!lity has al\Order to ~etition the Student Asready been stated: it is to form
l;oclat!on . for office space, I am
a coalition . that w!ll do what it
aware that the University as such
n1lght prefer to remain aloof from
political issues, especially In
as· much as a gre at part of the
budget Is federal funds. Howeve r, if the present Democratic
ma1orlty Is e:<pected• to be
peFpetuated in the forthcoming
Congr es sional elec tions, mane- '
tary considerations should not
be a deciding factor. And perhaps the committee, once formed,
would also be able to examine
the poss!b!l!ty of enlisting support for Democ ratic candidates
who might be In danger of losing their seats to Republicans •
I do not Intend to suggest that
the salvation of Black people ls
the Democratic party! I merely
assume that the President will
be nominated by his pp.rty in
1972. Thr~e poss!b!l!tles are left
open to us as Black people, .
the first being to support this
nomination. I cannot at this time,
see how Black people, regardless
of their Ideological differences,

,

r

can to mobilize opinion against
the presupposed Republican can-·
dictate and In favor of the Democratic nominee regardless of who
he may or may not be.

role of white sfudents In effort
and, .of course, financial sup- l
port, But one thing I am convinced of and that ls that the
tim e to start organizing and act-·
ing ls now and not in the Sum. mer of 1972,
·

I have not thoroughly examined
the Idea, I have only just thoaght
of it and offer It to you for comment. There will be many knotty
problems to consider such as the

•

Patricia Turner
Senior, Liberal Arts
•
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Record~
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l!shment of the following policy:
"No student graduating from this
university w!ll be "permitted"
to take examination .of the type
aforementioned In connection
'

'

with application to an lnstitu' t1on of ~gher learning, .
TIMOTHY P . BOOKER
Liberal Arts

'

--good grooming--

CARDOZO'S MEN'S SALON
•

2121 Georgia Avenue, N. W.

'

·-

'

Co 5-6086
•

•

*haircuts
* facials
* manicures
* scalp treatments ·

'

'

'
,

'
'

•

'

O pportunity

•

<

'

,

'

Closed Mondays
Weekdays 12-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

,

By appo intment only.

,
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McGRAW-EDISON

•

A national manufacturer of electrical distribution .
and transmission products will be on campus

--......:J invo lved in earth 's last frontier, the ocean . .

•

February 16, 1970
•

'

To interview degree candidates in:
•

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
<

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
'•
For positions in field sales, design and
development, production engineering,
and manufactucing engineering
•

,., Opportun ity to .beco me deeply

'

POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION

I

'

Openings are for Canonsburg, Pa.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Zanesville, Ohio

Opportunity to apply all your abilities to
a wide range of cha llenging assignments in
shipbuilding, nucleor propulsion, nuclear power
generation, and heavy industrial _equipment. .
Opportun ity , for advanced degree or
research work wit~ leadirig reseorc h centers.
and universities.
,
And opportunity ta enjoy one of the
country's most pleasant living ond vacation
•
areas.
·
Find out about .immediate career Opportunities for:
Mechanical Engineers Naval Architects
Electr ical Engineers
N uclear Engineers
Morine Engineers
Ci;vil Eng ineers
Industria l Engineers
Metallurgica l Engineers

•

•
•

•
See our representative on Wednesday, Mar. 4 ..

The Power Systems Division is an autonomous member of
the McGraw-Edison Company, .with headquarters located ·
in Canonsburg, Pa., eighteen miles southwest of Pittsburgh.

He'll be in tervi ewi ng at the Place ment
Office an d w ill on sw er your questions ab.out:
'

'

THE OPPORTUNITY COMPANY
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
•
AND DRY DOCK COMM

CONT A.CT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
TO ARRANGE AN INTER ¥ 1EW

NE'.\IPORT N EWS, 1/ !RGIN IA 23607

AN EaUA·L OPPOR TU NI TY EMPLOYER ·

•

.

~MAJOR CO Mf'O N E•• T 01 6fl~~

'~

f { Nr<lC-0 1.. l.
'

,\11 equ a l opoortunity emplove'r. U.S. C i ti zensh ip req ui red .

•

'

'
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'

•
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The reporting of nationally adm1nistered standardized examination results brought a
series of . reflections, to this
writer. I would like to share
some of these reflections.
The stated policy of many Admissions Officers and various
school
catalogs
ls:
"the
results of the Scholastic Aptitude Tests, Graduate Record
Examinations and Law Admissions Tests and others, are
a means to measure the paten'
tial' of 5uccessful completion of
a particular course of study.''
In reality, no test can measure
potential for anything. Tests are
simply a means to measure . ·
"achievement.'' The standardized test is written . fr om this ..
perspective of "achievement.''
Inherent In this test, ls the
utilization of the experiences of
the majo rity of persons taking
the test; the educational level
obtained. by most of the examinees; and other . c riteria to base
the test. Theoretically, it ls done
this way: sometimes the exam
writer w!ll use his own experiences, This is cailed testing
bias.
To the Black student this
means, if his experiences and
education are not comparable to
that of most people taking the
test (Incidentally, it ls not), he
will suffer a handicap.
Accepting the above, I move
on to the following: If tests can
not measure such variables as
motivation, maturity and abillty;
they are Invalid to do anything ·
for the majority of Black students other than consume 6-7
hours of their time. It has been
found, right here at Howard Uni- .
verslty, that the scores obtained
. by
many professional and
graduate students were no indication of the quality of work,
they could perform. This leads
one to ·assume the test results
are totally. irrelevant to most
Black students.
Currently, there is a big
nation-wide push to get Black
students Into various institutions, notably in higher educational Institutions. The reasons
lo" this push are debatable. That
there Is a dem:i,1rl for Black students is a fact. This provokes the
thought that Howard University
has the gr eatest supply of Black
students In the country. With
the concept of ''supply-demand''
one \VOuld Infer it to be profitable for officials at Howard University . to raise the ''price''
of their commodity (Black students). The price should certainl y be the im1nediate estab,
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Magazine
has heart
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soon

Fourteenth

as

Street

you

step
see

on

sights

you've never seen before unless you
hang out ther:!. Queers walk all

around you, dope addicts nodding on
the corner. This Is how it is and It's a

groovy place to be at· If you're not an
L7. This Is my hang out and I enjoy
It. I go there to get away from the

problems

and

frustrations

of

the

world. I know It has a bad name but
what do the people who put it down
like this know about It? They don't
see It like we do. They see it as an

unholy place' where people who are

•

looklng tor women, dope, etc. go .
But that's not all there is to it. We
have cash tun partyl.ng and watching
people fight. This is where you learn
every trick the-re Is. Sure, police
cruise up and down every minute •
three or four In a car. This is oiily
natural. Just 'cause they're there
doesn't mean lts all bad. I look at i t.
this way: without the pimps, whores,
queers, etc. out there waiting fo r
something to happen, what would
the police have to do to keep their
jobs?

.

'

The above quote Is a Cardozo
high school student, James
Adams, rapping on why he thinks
nearby 14th street ls ''a groovy
place In ·the heart of the city."
Adams• observations are just
a sample of the lively, literate,
and likable magazine "Cardozo
Raps'' recently published by a
a cadre of 36 young Black writers
at Cardozo.
'

''Cardozo Raps" Is a unique
production. Each writer's work
Is published on a separate square
of colored paper and the whole
magazine cor:nes packaged In a
tape recording box. The Innovation Team of the D. , C. Public
School's Model School Division
coordinated the activities and
collected the students• works and
produced the publication.

•

by Ben Land

'

''Jazz''. ''Blues
. God'' ''Field

you

•

Black jazz nius1c1a.ns rap in FA seminar
.
'

By Bobby Isaac
As

•

.

••

•

.

'
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The magazine Is
potpourri
of prose and poetry. Dig for a
second Eric Lickett as he expounds on ''The Ghetto:''
t
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
The ghettos are dirty
and so are you.

• walls
We got trash on

Hollers'', · ''Bebop'',
''Hard
.Rock'', Archie Shepp--Donald
Byrd--Al Mosely; entities almost
too Interdependent "to discriminate In a heavily deflnition-centered, culture which sees things
as e\ther one thing or another.
when deflnirig that form, called Black Music.
"Secretively, however, In the
privacy of his bedroom chamber,
he digs It to death, says Archie
Shepp In between the lines;"' he
has to, be.c ause we're the great-

est.''
Perhaps if Bessie Smith had
come out and irrationally stabbed
Richard INixon several times In
his leg, while cooly signing autographs, be would have understood
Black Music completely, and never bothered Black people again.
So once more, as Black people, in
an lndivi<i,ual centered environment, we take time to redefine
Black Music's role In the sur'vival of Black people period.
Flash: SYM?OSIUM/BL:ACK•
MUSIC
FEBRUARY ll?You missed it
didn't you?

·

'

.

and Muddy Waters makes off with
There Is · no doubt about It, the
the vague memory that becomes ,
white boy is seriously getting otf
progressively hazier. Not.to say ·
Into the sources of Black music
a white person can, under any ciras a device on which to save his
cumstances, approach the playidea of. existence too, while Bach
ing of Black Music bonestly--that
2 part Inventions still now lethwould be an absurd proposition to
argically from the windows of
Inflict upon a society of lndiVldthe College of Fine Arts. Donald
uaJ s largely molded , by their
Byrd imd Archie Shepp went into
exposure, and environment--but
the realities facing a Black InBlack M•Jslc as a comm<idlty;
novator wishing to be heard In a
can be used as another borrow- '
white (Imitation-saturated) Ined disguise, from behind which
dustry. It came down to a cold
the wJ:lite man can make <•gra,nd
economic reality; it just so haptheft money", and send the Black
pens, that its owners happen to
,community off Into a nostalgic
freak over, and think white imita· gaze. For it is clear ' that In ·
tion is \Vhats happening (i.e., it
an lnterdepen<l1int and symhoilc-·
took the Beatles before we real- : centered society, he who controls ·.
ized Muddy Waters), but the
. the com1nunication system .conBeatles made off with the loOt
• trols the society. Get the 1nea:1s••• .
· THE W'JRL D!

"What did It mean?" It meant
we once more went through the .
process of te<llscovering the
reality that Black M'JSlc shall al,ways be ahead of Western Society,
as long as we don't allow It to
murder such people as Archie
Shepp and Donald Byrd at thehancls of Its assassin called
Capitalism. He Is cruel, and will
put anything_ In front of you that
sells. He · doesn't much .care
if
the Blues he floods Into the
market comes from the original
source or not, and bargains on
the 'fact that s.ooner or later
Black people won't care either,
unless Black people gain by any
means necessary, the direct economic power to control the means
of communlc3.tion amonst our
own people, so as not to lose
our music to a memory, as did
the Aztec his gold--not to speak
of the Aztec's existence.
A misused mathematics- an
Imitation Blues- escapism for the
white man from his ow monster,
called ''order-'' the answer philosophy professor-musician · Al
Mosely gives as the equation call€<!, ''David, Clayton Thom:is•s attempt to sound like Ray Charles,••
In "Blood Sweat and Tears".

}

•

•

Lou Rawls at Constitution Hall

•

.
the U.S. Army,LouRawlsstarted
"Heart and Soul'' will be the
music of Valentine's Day 1n Con- ' appearing at local service clubs
and In many of the night clubs
stitutlon Hall, when Lou Rawls
In the Mid-West, In 1959, he
stars ·In the "Art of Soul.'' The
moved to Los Angeles, was a~
celebrated soul singer brings
clalmed at the Hollywoqd Bowl,
his show to Washington tomorand went on to .' be named the
r.ow at 8:30 p.m., and Is premost promising male vocalist of
sented by the Washington National Symphony.
·
the year. His career well underway, he has performed ai the
Loa Rawls' , art of soul knows
Cocoanut Grove, San Francisco's
no bounds of ra~e, nationality,
Fairmont Hotel, New York's
or occupation. His songs are the
Americana, and Las Vegas•s
songs , of people . all over the
Caesar's Palace, Lou Rawls's .
world, ·of all fields of endeavor television appearances have Inand every area of expression.
cluded the Dean Martin Show, the
He began singing at the age of
Ed Sullivan Show, the Joey Bishop
seven with hlslocalchurchcholr,
Show, the Red Sk,elton Show, the
and eventually joined the Pilgrim
Tonight Show, and starring and
Travelers, a well-known gospel
hosting
the
high-acclaimed '
group. A1ter V<>ur . of . duty In
"Soul Special•• last ·season.

•

•

we got

trash in the halls,
Baby, can you see
The ghetto on the ball

The HOWARD BUSINESS CLUB presents as
their .· guest speaker on February 18, at 12
•

Virginia Burton; as with most
young ladles her age, has "A
Man'' on her mind as she'
writes:

'

United

•

Mortgage Bankers Association of

America.

Travis

Bless my boyfriend'!;
handsome• face ,
Bless h is feet
and give them grace.
Bless h is hair
that's always curled,
And keep him safe
from other girts.
Bless hi s arms
so big and st.rong,
And keep his hands
Where they bel ong .

•

noon, Mr. Dempsey Travis, President of the

A

Chicago

'
•

that exist 'for young Black~especially in the challenging
mortgage

banking industry.

All

•

•

•

•

a non-sectarian and interracial

. private boys' camp in Lancaster Co., Pa.

•

ADMINISTRATIVE - MEDICAL· FOOD SERVICE - PROGRAM

Specialists and General Counselors

·

•

Write:

Camp Chiquetan, Inc.'

'

.

.

PHONE 265 - 9787

I

1018 E. Mt. Airy Ave.
Phila .• Pa. 19150

'

•

.SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION OR

•

.

-

•

,

(2151 CH.a-0514
'

•

:Il'meriean

•

3903 Georgia Avenue, N")W.

•

.

'

•
•

'

,

for all of your travel needs.
'
We sell all transportation tickets
•
- airline, buses, cruises, and tours •
at official rates.
'

8ngraYin!J S'peciaLists

' Only franchised Black-owned and operated travel agency
.in the D. C. area.

•

NORMAN W. RESSEGUIE .
"

•

1847 COLUMBIA ROAD, N.W.

'
Bus and air charters for groups are speciality. Before yo
buy ..;. let us help you compare costs.

•

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009
•

•

•

•

TROPHIES.me.

723-7100

•

R.D. 5. BLOOMSBURG, PA.

.

•

SUBSIDIZED STUDY

.

•

CALL ROD .G ERS TRAVEL BUREAU
•

0

IN DIJON, FRANCE
SEMESTER $890 YEAR $1,590
(TUITION, FEES. ROOM &
BOARD)
ALSO SUMMER 70 OR 71
REGIS CENTERS of

·

POSITIONS AVAILAijLE FOR THE 1970 SEASON AT
CAMP CHIOUETAN
•

Phone:

Forthrightness and enthusiasm. These are the essence of
the success of ••Cardozo Raps."
The students come right out and
wallop you ·with their own :1rand
of re'!llty. They really tell It
like it Is. This is their rap.
'•Still," writes J oAnn Harris,
"I feel that I am only touching
the surface of what I really neee
to say.''

•

are cordially invited.

The discussion will be in 23 Douglass Hall.

•

INT'L. STUDY, Inc.

Black

entrepreneur, Mr. Travis will discuss the opportunities

Cleave Reed·explores the world
of sound on a recording "Do
Your Thing'' included in the collection. Reed's 45 rpm, while not
outstanding, is an excellent vocal .
narrative of a young man saying,
Instead of writing; his Inner
thoughts on his environment. His
rap Is strong and you sort of
sense his fortrightness and his
enthusiasm.

'

successful

•

•

,

•

.

.

•

•
•

•

•
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Gambling opposition seen

college exP.ense money.

A number of steps have been
taken to curb the gambling and
related viol'ence. Card playing
has been confined to the Penthouse Auditorium and prohibited
after 5:00 P:M. Signs have been
posted warning all visitors that
the Center is for the exclusive
use
•
of students, staff, faculty, . and
their guests, and that ( D. 's may
be checked at any time,

•

by Henry C. Alnlerson

have stopped the gambling,
Vincent Johns, Acting Director
of Student Activities, reported
that he and bis staff have not
caught anyone gamhling. , However, he would not say that the
g!J.mbl!Ilg had stopped.

•

And as for · the character of Jim
Price, he portrays him as well.
as a chicken farmer would portray Hamlet In a rudbeckiapatcb.
Now ladies and gentlemen lets
move from the sorriness of the
actor to the lousy film plot which
i'm (J'1!.te sure our own Pearl
Cleage' could have easily done
better.
The title "Tick, Tick, Tick'',
which sounds like a title created
by a toddler, becomes obvious
about mid way In the picture
when Johnny Braddock, a real
. son of a bitch from another town•
kills a ~lx-year-ol j white girl
In a. car accident . while undeF
the Influence of alcohol and is
arrested by Price. Braddock announces after being arrested that
he's like a time, bomb; the longer

by Steve Clark
Sometime on Saturday January
31 the Carver hall room of a white
exchange student Chris Pence
was raided. Pence a sophomore
at Whitman College In Walla
Walla Washington was In Boston
at the time of the raid.
The raider or raiders obtained
entry to the room by breaking
in the door and vandalized the

'
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special gro11ps of nnted 11111'1 clothing and
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from W•lliagto11's .mputetl
faihion lealler • • •
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A1oha, Samoa
& Australia
are part of an
American Airlines
_Stewardess Career

Whites harrassed

The daddy, an lnfiuencial
peckawood, finally shows up and
demands that P,rice ' release his
son. Of . course Price refllses
and Daddy Braddock ignores hlni.
This is when John Little (George
Kennedy), the former sheriff who
was voted out of office by the
Blacks, steps In with Price as
his deputy. (Every picture like
this must have ·at · tast one 'good
llberal1 white person in it, to
prove to us niggers that they ain't
all bad.)
Daddy Bract.jock pro)llises
Price he'll be back .with some
people to get his son out of
Jail. The people· he was referIng to 'Ne re all "the people 'who
owed him money or a favor."
The wholE!'town naturally.
·

•

now!

•

he stays in Jail the . madder his ·
daddy will get.

I

,

,

,

'T.1c k ... tic
. k ... tic
. k ... tic
· k'

ID

•

When asked if these measures

February, 13, 1970

,'

Well, the.r e's mother sorry
movie In the neighborhood. This
one's entitled'' Tick, Tick,
Tick". And, of course, with Jim
Browa, Black America's answer
to Jobn Wayne, playing the lead,
what mor.e can he exp~cted but
the worst.
This film ls ·about a black man
who's elected sheriff of a small
southern town by Blacks who
constitute more than half of the
\awn's population ai1d have just
been granted their right to vote
by the good white folks on Capitol
Hill.
•
Jim. Brown, who plays the part
of Sheriff Jim i:·,·tce, liberal good
guy, proves once more to the
American public that he ain't
got what It takes to be an actor.
H•l grits his teeth, smiles .slyly,
flinches now and then to show
he's disturbed, runs, walks, and
talks a little, In short the mans
a regular .''Mister M'3.•.::1tne''.

The biggest problem, according to · Johns, ls that students
do not seem concerned enough
to reP,Ort illegal card games
and other crimes, and that thei r
Indifference was Jqst as endagerlng to the lives of students as the
card players carrying guns. He
also said many students were
Ignoring the signs stating that
card playing was prohibited in
the Punch-Out.
Card playing had been outlawed
In the Punch-out when students
complained about the lack of
eating space being attributed to
the presence of card players.
. Some of the male students Interviewed felt the steps taken ·
te end gambling was a deliberate attempt by the Administration to segregate the campus
from the community. ·
Michael Hawkins, chairman of
the University Center Planning
and Advisory Council (UCPAC),
answered the charge by saying,
"We are not trying to keep outsiders . out, nor are we stopping
people from playing cards, but
we are trying to stop some of
lhe gambling, and to protect the
students and their guests frbm
being killed."

Opposition to gambling §.e ems
to be mounting ori Howard ~am
. pus, following the holdups .of two
Howard students during the
semester break.
Antl-g am b 11 n g sentiments
were arouse-ct when the campus
community learned that the two
separate robbery Incidents had
been linked, by University C,enter
officials, with gam bllng activities
within the Center, where the
robberies took place.
Yet most students Interviewed
were not against gambling,
per se, but were opposed to the·
atmosphere of violence which
accompanies It. They didn't want
the campus to be an attraction
for criminals and dope pushers.
A co-ed, from Meridian Hill,
. feared the presence of professional gambiers who were cheating gullible students out of their

I

Brown

by Edward Hancock

'

•

•
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room lJythrowing P~nce's clothes

out of the window and by smear-.
Ing peanut butter and honey
throughout the room. Furniture
Including drawers were removed
and the room was generally
sacked.
Although University officials

•

,

•

310 5
in a spaci
the wan

characterize hls actual losses

as mlnl. mal Pe.1ce maintains that
nearly half of his clothes were
stolen as a res u 1t of bein{l'
thrown outside.
Dean Ai.s '.in L'.lne nas reported
that university does have a prime
suspect · whom he declined to
Identify. He further stated that
the

S"Jspect,

•

145 JAC
TOP COA 5 "

..

who's name was

received from other Carver residents "has apparently voluntarily absented himself from Carver
Hall after the raid." but because registration data processing ls not yet complete It is
not known If he is still enrolled
in the university.
•
Dean . Lane went .on to say
that If sufficient evidence ls obtained the suspect will probably
be turned over to the district
police.
Pence said yesterday that the
raid was preceed by a confront-.
ation with two Carver residents
at the' bus stop near the woman's

quad.

When

he

got

,
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great looks in coai:s'& jack.ts - ,;
including wide wale coiduroys.
REG. $35 l'O $90
,

•

American Airlines routes now extend halfway
across t he world to Hawaii and Australia .
If you li ke to travel and have a talent for
pleasing people, learn more about the !expanding
ca reer of an American Airlines stewardess .
Fly an average of 1 9 hours a week, earn over S500
a month after one year, plus generous exp ense
al lowan ce and free vacation travel privileges .
Now selecting for training in mid·sunimer or fall
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Washington's Style Leader loc Over 30 Yeils

"
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OPEii THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS 'Tll 9PARK FREE 011 OUR llElT DOOR LOT
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THE LAIEI THAT MEANS
FASHION ••• QUALITY ••• VALUE

3300 W . Mock ingbi.rd lane . Dallas , Texas 75235

0

•

Agents for: Eagle Clothes, Hampton
Park, Gle111n Eagle, Arrow Shirts, Stefson Shoes and the other 9reat cloth.
ing names.

•,

American Airlines / W . W . Kistler , Mgr . of Stewardess Recruitment ,

suspect are the same persons.

NOW $1T
. TO $45

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

·---------------------------~II
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AmericanAirlines

! meet

OFF ·

MORE MAJOR LEAGUE STARS SHOP AT YORI
THAN ANY OTHER STORE IN THE COUNTRY

0

Carver one of the students reputedly kneed him In the back
• and continued insulting him.
Pence said thaf he did not think
the incident that serious since
the other students had been drinking.
At this time It is not known
If t~ese students and the prime

•

'

,

to

But the investigation is contlhulng.
,
In another apparently Isolated
Incident, two white girls, pai;t
of the Honors Exchange program
from Washington State College
were v.erbally assaulted in the
womens quad Wednesday of laSt
week. Ulysses Garner an official ·
In the program here repo'r ted
that they were insulted with taunts
like "Whitey go home" and intimidated.

t

.
A very select coll , tion of) ate. 1
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are as ree agent

on

,

By Burkman Pollard
•

In Baltimore it was suppose to
be the "Year of the Birds • "
Accorjlng to the Fifth Dimensions It was the ''Year Ji .'\auarius." But unlike any of these,
at Howard it has proven to be
the "Year of Donald Ware.''
It was revealed last weak ''.i1l
the veteran defensive standoat
·for the Bisons football team had
be.en signed to a professional
football contract b;y Bobby Mitchell of the Wc..shington, Redskins, Wa.,.e, a Washington, D.C.
native had played defensive safety for the Bisons for four years.

Slumbering track team

•

•

looks toward spring
By Milbird Atnold

_...,_

S•:hool where he starred in both
football and baseball, and was
named the school's athlete of
the year, while a senior.

By signing with the Redskins,
Ware becomes only the second

'

football player in the history
of Howard University to be signed to a pro contract. The first
being Howle Williams, now of the
Oakland Raiders, who was signed
to a professional contract In 1963
by the Green Bay Packers. In
being signed, Ware is acc.o mplishing a goal that he always
dreamed of.
"I have always wanted to play
professional
football," stated
Ware early in the season. " I
have always felt . that I could
play in the pros, I have often
sat and watched such players as
Willie Woods of the Packers,
Rickie Harris of the Redskins
· and Mi.ke Bass of the Redskin~

wa.; called upon to help defend
against the double threat of Sutton and J efferles, both of whom
\Vere All-C!AA picks.
Ev an though , he was signed to
a contract, Ware was soniewhat
disappointed when he was not
selected In the pro drafts ~f t\vo
weeks ago. The disappointment
proably stemmed from the fact
that several other CIAA players
were tlrafted that he had seen
play, and to wilom he felt equal,
Ware feels that he stands a
very good chance of making the
Redskins' forty man team. o.s a
d·~fenslve safety or cornerback.
It's no big secret that the Redskins have had a problem in the
defensive secondary for sometime no\v, Problems seemed to
befall the Reds kins durin,,.
- the
1968 season when defensive

my chance, and I plan to make
• the most of It.''
Earlier, during . the football
season Coach Marshall Emery,
who has had an opportunity to
work 'vithq WrLre com1nented,''
Ware Is the type of player that
has the savy and knoN-i1ow that
will be an ' asset to us. His def-

ensive backfield coach, Frank
Silv1s speaking abo:it the play ,, ;
Ware stated," he Is the type of
player yo:l' have to worr y about
because he tries to do everyjob.'' Not only

\Vas

Silva's

statement qualified. b•1t it was
llso

:1~:)si.a11.i1ted

\\r1rd- Livln3·stone

i:1tht:l969Hoga<nl! ~

-

•

•

standout _Dick "Yazoo'' Smith
brol<e his neck, and this year
when veter.an defensive ]Jack Tom
l\oloore was hampered with a
shoulder Injury,
It is hof,led th'l.t when the Redskins take to the gridiron for ·
the 1970 football that at least ·
o~e of the question marks that
have plagued them for years
In the defensive .backfield \Vil!
be erased by Howard's second
professional foa~ball player,
Donald w"re. ,

•

•

vi a

A.3C's Wide .World of

Sports.
T11e

.
followin g week-end, the

11.\le · relay te1m broke the lnd·)or school record w·ltl1 a time
of 3: 25.8 to take first ·place in
~he

Boston .4.A IT\,f!et . T l1e te am

. \Va.s composed of veterans Las siter, Smellie, .Nixon and fresh-

In wl1at may prove to be the

•

· By Burkman Pollard
Conslstancy has been through!
m9nt that help the Blsons retain
of in recent years to be a vital
the title.
ingredient in the production of
Probably his most successful
winners in the sport area. A
year as a collegiate wrestler,
person that has done more dishowever, came last year when to
prove . this theory Is Larry
everyone's surprise, he over- ·
Meredith, Howard University's
came averystrongfieldofwrestCentral Intercollegiate Athletic
lers in the championship tournaAssoclation Wrestling champion
ment and emerged winner of the
In the 167 lb, weight class.
167 lb. wrelght class.
Meredith
1 t
is hast prove.n that co - ..,..... Meredith attributes his long
s s ency
no everything, bU ·
j urney to the height of the 167 lb.
rather a combination of de·
termination and pride can build a
weight class to his determination
champion. Coming to Howard In
and pride In himself. "It's something that every wrestler hrui to
1966, Meredith. brought very lithave when the odds are against
tie wrestling experience besides
junior high intramural encountyou as In my case," stated the
ers. Still he tried out for the
lanky senior. "It looks easy to
It t
at
the fans, but It's not easy at
vars Y earn
Howard, and by
all to roll ound for eight mlnthe first match of the season
had won a starting position.
utes on the
at trying to out ·
The Erie, Pa, native found
maneuver you
nt. You're
wrestling un-rewarding bis first
out there on ypur own with nothyear as a matmen with an InIng but your .fundamentals and
dividual performance well below
techniques that you practice
50 percent. However, in the proeveryday• and the fans are
cess, he showed then coach Sid
screaming for a pin, you can't
Hall, that he had the makings of
let them or your teammates down,
an outstanding wrestler.
that's when the pride and the deIn his sophomore year, Mere. termln'ltlon that an athlete has
d!th once again proved that even
come out, it's that little extra
though he wasn't a consistant winthat means a win or · ~ · loss.''
ner he could come through when
Meredith record to date is 4-3,
the chips wer& down. Though not
and like last year be and James
showing very much Improvement
Walker will be counted upon
in the win-loss catogory he conhea,vily when the Bisons defend
· tributed a third place finish In
their Championship title for the
the C.I. A. A. wrutling tciurnafifth consecutive time.

-

ed

tion's sm:J.l l colle!ie and secon
in the CIA A.
'
One of the reasons for Ritchie's ·
enthuslam .stems fro m the fln ri

perform q.nce

•

•

...

of t\vo fre·shmenJ '_

.~rnold

Bain from the Baba.mas I
W~st Indies, an·i -~d rian F'as~
sett ' \vho halls from Ne'v Yor~:

{

'.

·c 1ty .

•

Bisons succumb to second half rally
drop 104al02Byi~fa~fK~~[" to NorjQlk

Meredith is 1ncons1stant
hut still mat champion

most exciting game of basket- ·
ball this year' the spartans of
Norfolk College edged Howard by
a marginal t\vo points 104-102.
·The Spartans came back to defeat the Blsons after experiencing an 18 point deficit 'early in
the first half.
·
During the entire first half the
Blsons dominated all phases of
the game Including the rebound,
offense,

and

<;tefense

depart-

ments •. Tom m,v Lee com1nanded
the offensive attack while Calvin
. Shingler, Gordon Thomas, and
leaping Frank Spells dominated
the boards under both baskets.
Wa1'3Il Lee .became so'm ewhat

· cold starting forward 1<arry Eato
. .took over as· the scoring threat.
Eato was extremely aggressive,
going to the hoop to draw the fouls
and possible three point conversions. The Spartan coach was on
his feet the entire first half with
what he called "ridiculous referees calling a game they !mow
nothing about.''
Howard fans were expecting a
victory over the second placed
team In the Nothem Division of
the CIAA when the Blsons looked as if they were playing professional ball. Virtually everyone
. who played scored and reboand-

Tommy Lee, Howard's exciting·
backcourt star, drives to the
b,asket for two points against
Norfolk State College.
Photo by Linda Lou

Coach Marshall Emery allowed the cagers to play a somewhat a liberal offense and definitely deliberate defense which
the Spartans could not crack without having an offensive foul called against them or losing the ball
on the drive to the bucket.
With all things In favor

a

of

Ho\vard,

•

•

inc luding the 1·e-

ferees, the Blsons managed to ·
obtain a.1d mo.lntain an 18 point
lead througho~t m<•st of the haif.
A flare of tempers at least let
the fans know that Norfolk v1as ·
'

still

1·

alive· when James 11c-

Kinney

right.''

shouted,

''That's

all

"W.,,•re going to win

anyway.'' Pcrh!!Ps this was apo-

, ..

calyptlc. At halftime Ho·Nard went
Into the locker-roo:n In the lead
57-41.
•

the start of the second
half Norfolk came on the court
with a newly found poise. They ·
began to play as a unit and their '
defense thickened, On rebounds
they equalled a stronge~' Howard,
E·a rly . in the seco~d half the ··
. tides oogan t.o changed In the
favor of Norfolk. ']'he Bisons , · ·
began to make sophomoric mis- •
takes. The Spartan' s firing guard •
Ronnie Wilson killed Howard
from the outside, forwards ·Culpepper and James poured in '
the buckets, and McKinney pull'
ed <101vn the rebounds and added ·
to the attack.
·
With 41 seconds remaining In
•
the game the score · was 102102 with Norfolk at the charity
Stripe on a foul committed by
Gordon Thomas. The foul shot
. ·was missed and Howard grabbed
the rebound. The ball was stolen ·
by Norfolk and they scored, W!th ·
3 seconds remaining Larry Jig- · ·
•
getts was sent into the game to
'take the bomb he Is used to •
At

However he was Wlable to get

his hands on the ball and Howard 1ost 104-102 In the best
gaine of the season. .

•

•
•

'

Blows 18 point lead

~

V..'.1.r e

•

.

'

llif.

check receivers, and I know I
could do the same. Now I have

0 11es'

Las~

Howard University's sleeping
. man whiz Arno!d Baln.
giant is slowly arousing Itself,
sister, apparently over the le
and by the first of spring it
irljury that hampered him 1n0s
should be 9.Wake, alive and well,
of 1 l ast season, ran a 50 secon
.s omething Bison opponents w!ll
fi at a.1chor leg.
be sorry to hear.
. he team slipped co sec on
Track, long the powerhouse of
Howard athletics, opened the In place In the Baltimore ' Alf-·
•
Eas~ern
games,
finishing
bedoor season In Cole field ho'.lse
hlJld Georgetown.University wit
on the University of Maryland's
a 3:28 clocking. In th\ 60 yar
campus, site of the W:'cShing· dash, Ritchie took a respectable
. ton's CYO meet.
third, again behind Carlos. '
The mile relay team of Bill
Ritchie, Mike Nixon, Ron Lass!ster
and · Dennis Smellle
The team is under the guidcaptured a third place In the
ance of William Johnson, first . .mile relay with a time of 3;26 • 8.
~ea~ co~ch from Charlotte,
Ritchie, runn!~g in the 60 yard
N. J · , an a native of Newark,
dash, failed to reach the finals · • · ·
but did set a new school record
. Johnso:i's superior knoviledg·e
in the ·prossess with a 6.1 second ., 3!1tl great team association,. has
clocking which qualified him for . · g.ven the squad a tremendous
the i1do•i ;· .>lalional's Championin their quest to obtain the .
ship · on Mor. 13-11 in Detroit.
C~ntral Intercollegiate Athletic
In the Philadalphla Cla.ssic, the
A~:;ociatlon track title.
,
'
'
mile relay team took another
As:>istlng
coach Johnson is
. third place, and Ritchie f!nlshed
Benedict Cayonne, a graduate
fourth In the '50 yard dash betr:om Maryland State, and a form- I
bind such International stars_as
er Olympian from Trinidad" .
world record holder John Carlos
T~,is year's indoor captains
and Charlie Greene, who took
are Ron Las sister, a senior from
first and second.
Trenton, N. J. , and Bill Ritchie,
Ritchie, makin ~ his second apa senior from Beckly, w_ Va.
pearance on National TV, finished.
Ritchie cites the 1970 team lo
fifth In the 50 yard dash held durbe as good as last year's squaj ' ,..
Ing . the Wanamaker i\1illro~e
\Vhlch :!nlshed fou rth in the na
. , games. The meet \Vas broadcast-

fr

H e i·; ~ · ;r'l.d~13.te of C~rdoz·-till rr !t

'

'

'

-

•
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-
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•

•

•
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.f ran le Silva
resigns as coach
o

By Millard Arnold

_
F rank A. Silva, former assistant football coach and head tennis mentor, announced on January
lO, his resignation from the Department of Athletics and Phys!/ cal Educatlo:i to take a position
as coordinator of Registration
In Harvard University's ottlce
_ of the Register.
Silva, a four year member of
the Howard com1nunity, began
his coaching career while stationed at Fort Bragg, N.C., durlnf his tour of duty In the U.S.
Army.
After joining the Bison statr,
as the defensive backfield coach,
Howa rd began to receive national
recognJtlon for its tough . pass
defense, In 1967-68 the Bisons
finished as the\ 10,fh best pass
defense team In 'tll'e Nation, and
the· following year was ranked
14th despite a host of cr!Ppllng
Injuries.
Over t!Ie past two years, Silva's tennis squad have finished In
fourth place In the rugged Central
Intercollegiate Athletic Assocla- .
tlon tournament, His 1968 team
e•1ded the season wltli a 12-1
overall record.
.
Silva qas .also served Howard

.

•

The fans slowly filed out ofthe
gym, some ·~xclted by the prospect of seeing the nations· number five ranked basketball team
amongst the small colleges, and
others disappointed by Howard's
defeat.
Downstairs In his office Bison
head coach Marshall Emery
mused over his squad's 122-81
loss at the hands of Maryland
State.

the exception of last se:Lion, he
has never .had a. losing campaign. ·
But to begin to understand Emery Is to begin to know that despite how trite It may seem In this
day and age, and despite criticism
to the contrary, he feels . and be. !!eves that he not Only has an obligation to produce winners, but to
produce men,
·
He emphasizes fair play, good
sportsmru1shlp and a genUemanly
attitude at all times. One of his
pet phrases ls that as a ballteam

"They came prepared and
played their game superlative.
Wei did the best we could.''
The best Howa rd has been able .
to do this year has been twice
what the Blsons did last season. ·
Ho\vard finished 5-15 last year,
·and counting the loss to Ma land State, the Blsons are
10-11.
. The chief reason behind
Blsons' resurgency has
Emery, Over half of H ard's
10 victories can be
lbuted to
W,. coaching genius.
Yet In many ways he Is the
most controversial coach In the
· physical education department.
He h'.lS been called "stand-ottlsh' •, labelled snobbish, and
thought of as reserved. He Is
difficult-to talk to, and even more
dltfl cult to know.
Willie many of his players respect him as a coach and marvel

•

•

•

''we must have c}ass.''

at his grasp o! the mechanics of
the game, they find the playercoach relationship of his hard to
understand,
He was hanged In effigy last
season, as bungling and Inept,
while this ye~r he's being praised
f•lr hi..> cremendous coaching ability,
..
In his rookie year at the.helm,
he was named the Central Intercollegiate AthletlG Association's
1
' Coach of the Year'', andl with

Basketball Is inore than just a
sport to Emery, It offers an insight Into the character of an Individual and Into the character of
• it represents.
the school
He attempts to develop his ball"
player's skill at the same time
as he tries to develop the player's maturity. Paradoxically one
of the things that he Is most ac_cused or, and that ls his relative
Indifference to his ballplayers,
ls really an attempt on his part
to let them govern themselves
as men.
On 1n0 s~ road trips he very often doesn't see the squad until
game time, which has led to the
charge that he doesn •t know how
to relate to his team.
The thing people don't realize
Is that Marshall Emery Isn't a
coach. He's a man bUildlng men,

•

'

Coach Emery

-

Anglade Photo

•

I
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

as an assistant basketb.'3.ll co'3.ch.

T:1is year's varsity t eam boast
three starting m embers who have

eithe r played
unde r or was
r ecruited by him.

Focus on sports
•

Arthur Ashe

'
•

by Robbie Palm
To even the most casual observer, the Ironies of mode rnday professional .and . amateur
athletics run rampant. Nowhere
has · this concept IJllen more ob. vto~s then when South Africa's
sports minister recentl y de clared Arthur Ashe "unacceptable' ' as an Individual entry
In the South African open tennis
championship,
Arthur
militant?

'
•

•

· Ashe--the

blatant

There In r est the Irony.
Arthur Al.she, the man who once
professed that he never lived In
a "so-called ghetto sltuatioJ''
and that he never saw a ratlnfested house, never hung out
on corners, never saw anyone
lailled has been unceremoniously thrust Into the same catagoy
as his brothers in Rhodesia 'and
America of more experience.
A certain irony surrounds
statements of A.;he calling Sough
Africa a "very bigoted country,
the most bigoted In the world.''
Could this be the same Ashe
who plays at country clubs which
under any other circumstance
would not allow him to pass
through their 'hallowed portals?
What a great tribute to South
Africa that Ashe has decided "to
put a crack In the racist wall
doan there" and in deciding has
left the Insurmountable walls of
co•1 ntry club prejudice untouched in his own ''homeland.''
, To s ay the least this writer
is not knocking the outstanding
merits of top-seeded Mr, Ashe
nor Is he denouncing such "society sports'' as tennis an,d gold,
but ls merely marveling at the
uncanny outcasting of Ashe because of his militancy and general
antagonism toward South Africa's
apartheid.
What a strange payback for
a man who claims he wasn't
aware of poverty until he went
to collegl!--very strange Indeed.
I

•

>

•

-

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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A fresh look at

lht' technology of .moving things

•

That 's right ! Grumman's real bus iness is the technology of moving things . .. men and machines in p1urposeful patterns wi thin a great
diversity of origins, destinat ions and tactical situations. Speed is often, but not always, the answer. Performance reliabil ity-in spite
of many interfaces-is the thing .

\

In close-in combat "dog tights"-an aircraft with speed, maneuverability and armaments . . . the F-14
Air Superiority Fighter.
·
•
In lunar exploration-The Lunar Module which successfully landed the astronauts on the moon.

\ Iii areas of enemy activity-an aircraft with track and search radar th at can locate, identity and Jock on
to the target, even in zero visibil ity ... the A6A Intruder, and advanced versions.

•

•

•

ln early warning emergencies-an aircraft that can extend the eyes and ears of a Navy task force at sea
through radar and computers that alert interceptor aircraft to impend ing enemy attacks .. . the E2A

Hawkeye, and advanced ve'rsions.
Far above the earth, a sate•lite that can discover more .about the evolution of th e un iverse . . . the

Orbiting Astronom ical Observatory.

•

•

Add Deep Submersi bles, . Hydrofoil seac ratt , High-speed Ground Transp·o rtation systems, Corporate aircraft and Lunar Surface

veh icles, and you get some idea of hOVf Grumman is extend ing the perimeters of the techn ology of moving things.
At Grumman the opportun ity for moving is pre sented in abundance to Physies, Aero, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical/Electronic,

Chemical, Industrial Engineering or Technology Majors determined to find. the right vehicle for their careers,

.• . on campus f e b ru<ary 18 , 19 7 0

Grumman Re presenta tives will be

•
T o obtain Gru m man li terat ure a nd a r ra nge
an o n-cam pus interview 1 c ont act you r
College Placement 0 1.fice .
If an on-campu s inte rview is not conven i ent, send
com prehens ive resume to Mr . Richard N . Hau g, M an ager .
College Relat io ns/ Rec ruitme nt , Dept . G A·251 .
Bethpage • Long Island • New York
•

An Equal Opportunity E'mpl!)yer (M / f)
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•
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